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FOREWORD
For centuries the very rich area of Amerindian culture has been treated
as an obscure domain whose approaches, made arduous by the language barrier,
and other barriers of incomprehension, misrepresentation, and myth, were
the sole preserves of that handful of missionaries, explorers, and "eccentric"
professors, whose special objectives took them into the "wilds" of South
America.
The memoirs and autobiographies of various travellers on safari to the
Guyana abound with tales about the Indians, who were considered to be wild
man-eating savages, or else at the other extreme, were treated as docile,
simple-minded "children", after the fashion of the "bon sauvage" of JeanJacques Rousseau.
But here at last is a book which unites the accuracy of a scientific
report with the warmth of

a sympathetic testimony.

It is a document which

can be used as a reference by scholars, and which at the same time provides
the general public with useful information of a practical nature on our own
Guyanese

brothers,

the Akawaio and Arekuna peoples.

The team of the Amerindian languages Project of the University of Guyana
under the able leadership of Dr. Walter Edwards, is to be complimented on
achieving what is nothing less than a

first.

This little book will be referred to often and fruitfully by researchers,
teachers, engineers, sociologists, students, yes - and Akawaio, Arekuna children
who, tomorrow , will be the fluent h istorians of the nation.
Joycelynne Loncke
D. phil (Oxon.)
Head, Department of Modern languages.

COMMENT

I welcome the invitation and opportunity to comment on this remarkable
publication. Linguistic skills and materials, in the context of the
educational development of our Guyana are very scarce indeed.

Moreover, a

linguistic study of the Akawaio and Arekuna languages commends a sensitivity
of intent and a dimension of depth to cultural inputs in our education.
The study sets the stage for a focus on the important contribution linguistics
is making to learning and teaching and
am very happy that the study is based on

indeed curriculum development.

I

indigenous materials, and unearths

a wealth of sociological, historical and anthropological inputs for curriculum
building.

In our quest for materials and a dimension of quality to our

educational expansion, this study is very apt and
The Curriculum Development Centre wishes
Edwards and his team for such a laudable effort.

timely.

to congratulate Dr. Walter
Not only the language

programme in particular but also curriculum development in general, stands to
gain from this exciting exercise.
be found in the study.

For example Social Studies inputs

are to

We, at the centre, are very pleased to be associated

with this publication and look upon it as the fore runner of many such
publications.

With the demand for high quality materials we are sure that

maximum use will be made of the present study and future studies for
curriculum projects and learning-teaching activities.
"The principal goal of education is

to create men who are capable of

doing new things, not simply of repeating what other generations have done men who are creative, inventive, and discoverers....
are active,

So we

need

pupils who

who learn early to find out by themselves, partly by their own

spontaneous activity and partly through material we set up for them."
Oswald Kendall, BA, Dip. Ed.
Curriculum Development Co-ordinator.
April 25, 1977.
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PREFACE

The Amerindian Languages Project team began work in October 1976. Our main
intention is to prepare and publicise analyses of

the

languages and culture

of

Amerindian groups in Guyana. We consider that such analyses are urgently required
since there are tremendous gaps in our knowledge of the behavioural patterns of
Amerindian Guyanese. We also feel that by publicising our findings we can help
non-Amerindian Guyanese to appreciate the richness and complexity of the culture of
Amerindian peoples in our country.
The present monograph focusses on the Akawaio and Arekuna tribes who inhabit
the Upper Mazaruni area of Guyana.
kind of basic

cultural

non-Amerindian people

We have tried

in this effort to provide the

and linguistic information about Akawaios and Arekunas that

including teachers, administrators and employers should find

valuable and we have tried to

present these ideas in as non-technical a style as

possible. Section II of this

work is devoted to lists of words which we think

would help Coastlanders and other non-Amerindians to begin to interact socially with
Akawaios

and Arekunas.

In the early chapters we have presented some features of

the social habits of Akawaios and Arekunas which we think non-Amerindian Guyanese
should be acquainted with if they are to understand the behaviour of Akawaios and
Arekunas.
We think that the information in this monograph should be particularly useful
to teachers working in schools in the Upper Mazaruni area.

Such teachers are attempt

ing to educate Akawaio and Arekuna children via a language (English) whose linguistic
properties are very different from the native linguistic systems

of their pupils.

These teachers should therefore consider it a professional duty to try to know the
linguistic organisation of the native languages of their pupils and also to be informed
about the customs and traditions which shape the lives of Akawaio
Non-Amerindian teachers who fail to

and Arekuna peoples.

accept these professional responsibilities might

iii

justly be accused of cultural arrogance.
We wish here to acknowledge with gratitude the grant we are receiving
from the Research and Publications Committee of the University of Guyana. We
acknowledge, too, the assistance we are currently being given by the Upper Mazaruni
Development Authority and the Ministry of Education, Culture and Social Development.
In both these organisations there are people of vision who are deeply interested in
the study and preservation of Amerindian culture.
record our thanks to those

Here we would

also like to

individuals who have helped and encouraged us in our

work so far. Among these people are Vibert Yaw, Education Officer, Interior,
Ministry of Education, Culture and Social Development; Carl Harewood, Chief Interior
Development Officer; Dr. Joycelynne Loncke, Head, Modem languages Department, U.G;
Joel Benjamin, Assistant Librarian, U.G; Oscar Pollard, Assistant Manager, Resources
Development, UMDA; Cicely John, Lecturer, Modem Languages Department, U.G. and
Dr. L. Potter, Head, Geography Department, U .G. Several persons helped us to put
this book together in its present form. We single out for special thanks Lenise
Fredricks

and Claudette Foo of the Cartographic Section of the Geography Department.

I think it is appropriate to admit that our work is still in its infancy
(this being only our second publication and our first that is aimed at a general
audience) and that it

is possible that we have made mistakes

in this effort. To

minimise the possibility of errors we have tried to approach our task carefully.
Our data, for instance, were mainly
selves native Akawaios

supplied by research assistants who are them

and Arekunas and we have supplemented these data with

information obtained from field-trips to the Upper Mazaruni area and from reading
primary and secondary material in the Caribbean Research library, U.G.

We realise,

however, that we can still be wrong on some points and we would be very pleased
to get the reactions of informed people to

the contents of this volume.

We sincerely hope that this work proves useful and informative to its
readers.
Walter F. Edwards,
April, 1977.
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An Introduction to the Akawaio and Arekuna Peoples

CHAPTER I
The Upper Mazaruni area. The General Character

The Upper Mazaruni area is located in west-central Guyana, mainly above the
Pakaraima Escarpment.

Elevations range from approximately 200 feet above sea level

at the junction of the Mazaruni and Kurupung Rivers to 9 ,094 feet at Mount Roraima
on the border with Venezuela and Brazil (Harza Report 1975).
Escarpment runs from north-west to south-east.

The Pakaraima

West of the escarpment are the

Pakaraima Mountains. East of the Escarpment there are minor ridges.
The Upper Mazaruni area is generally regarded as a naturalist's delight because
of its lofty mountains, picturesque valleys, dense forests, breathtaking water
falls and grassy savannahs.

Available evidence suggests that the Akawaio and

Arekuna tribes have lived in scattered settlements over the entire area for many
years.

In 1945 some 4,500 square miles of the Upper Mazaruni were declared an

Amerindian Reservation, also known as the Mazaruni Amerindian District.
district was located in

This

the most westerly part of Guyana and encompassed

the

Mazaruni River and its tributaries the Kako, Kamarang and Kukui Rivers (Seggar 1952).
In 1953 this area was reduced to 3,000 square miles by the Government.
The major settlements in the Upper Mazaruni area are Kamarang, the administrative
centre, and the amerindian villages of Chinowieng, Jawalla, Kaikan, Kako, Paruima,
Phillipai (including Amokokopai), Wararoadong and Warawata.
page v

shows that these localities are widely separated.

A look at the map on
Apart from the villages

mentioned above, there are several smaller communities in the area.
Each amerindian village has

a local Council headed by a Captain. Each

Council is responsible for the social and economic welfare of the inhabitants.

1.

Numerically the Akawaios are the dominant tribe in the region.
the bulk of the population

They comprise

in all amerindian communities except Paruima.

village Arekunas are predominant.

In the latter

Akawaios and Arekunas speak languages which are

closely related and generally mutually

intelligible.

Several residents of Paruima

and Kaikan because of the proximity of these villages to Venezuela also have some
knowledge of Spanish. Most young amerindians speak English.
Farming - the slash and burn system of agriculture - continues from tradition to
be the main occupation of the amerindians in the district.

Other economic activities

include fishing, lumbering and mining.
Some villages are located in valleys, others on

sloping or rising ground. The

soils of the area vary from good agricultural land such as at Paruima and Waramadong to
soils which are deficient in mineral nutrients, as in parts of the Mazaruni Valley
(Lythcott 1976).
motor-boat.

The principal means of transport in the area is by canoe or

There are no roads linking the villages, only rough trails.

In the main villages there are schools which were established and managed by
various religious denominations, but which are now controlled by Government. A notable
institution is the Primary School at Kamarang which has always been run by Government.
The Christian religious bodies represented in the area are of the Seventh-Day Adventist,
Anglican and Pilgrim Holiness denominations.

The local 'Hallelujah' religion is very

popular, in some areas such as Jawalla, Amokokopai and Chinowieng (see below Chapter III).
Apart from amerindian settlements, there are communities occupied by Government
officials, Islanders and Coastlanders at Kamarang, Imbaimadai and Kurupung. Coastlanders
are mainly miners who appear to have come from the East Coast of Demerara and the
Essequibo Coast. Islanders are located primarily in the mining communities, especially
Kurupung. Islanders are natives of St. Lucia or Grenada who have migrated to Guyana and
find mining a particularly lucrative occupation (Lythcott 1976). Some of the Islanders,
as well as some Coastlanders, have become shopkeepers. Both groups cultivate garden plots
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and some have farms where they use a cut-burn plant system to cultivate ground
provisions, bananas, greens and vegetables.
The Upper Mazaruni area is administered by officials stationed at Kamarang, the
district headquarters.

Kamarang has the most facilities: a dispensary, cottage

hospital, trade store, Government school, post office, combined Roman Catholic and
Anglican church, Guyana Defence Force outpost, police station, a landing field for
commercial and private aircraft, a central water system and the field offices of the
Upper Mazaruni Development Authority.
the trade store.
attendant.

Paruima also has an airstrip and a branch of

Each village has a health clinic staffed by a midwife or birth

In some villages there are Government rest-houses which are used by

Government officials and visitors who have obtained official

permission.

Average annual rainfall of the area varies from 82 inches at Kamarang to 158
inches at Kurupung.

At Kurupung rainfall is more evenly distributed than at Kamarang.

In the Kamarang area there are two wet seasons; the first from mid-April to midAugust and the second from mid-November to the end of January.

The mean annual

temperature taken at Kamarang is about 76°F. The maximum is 85°F and the minimum
67°F.

Minimum daily temperatures occur at 6 a .m. and maximum at 2 p.m. (Harza

Report 1975).

Demographic information about the Amerindians in the
Upper Mazaruni area.

Tribes and locations of tribes

The population above Kurupung is estimated at over 5,000 inhabitants, including
more than 4,000 Amerindians.

They occupy a number of major villages and smaller settle

ments scattered over a wide area.
From an administrative point of view KAMARANG is the most important community in the
district.

It is situated at the mouth of the Kamarang and Mazaruni Rivers.

Amerindian settlement, although some Amerindians work and live there.

It is not an

Opposite Kamarang,

on the right bank of the Mazaruni river is located WARAWATA, an Akawaio settlement with
a population of over 200 inhabitants.
is based on

This village was started around 1960.

Its economy

subsistence farming, mining and lumbering.

WARAMADONG is an Akawaio village on the east bank of the Kamarang River, twentyfive miles from its mouth.

It is surrounded on the east and w est by mountains.

largest village in the district with about 600 inhabitants.
are mainly Seventh-Day Adventists.
fertile soil.

The Akawaios of Waramadong

Waramadong is a leading agricultural area with very

Intensive agriculture is practised there.

Crops cultivated under the

intensive system include blackeye, red kidney beans, onions and peanuts.

Cassava, ground

provisions and sugar cane are traditional crops cultivated under the extensive
agriculture.

It is the

At Waramadong there is an airstrip for light aircraft.

system of

There are trails to

Kamarang, Kako and Paruima.
PARUIMA is another principal agricultural area where continuous, intensive cultivation
is practised.

Potatoes, as well as other

crops, are grown at Paruima.

The village is

situated on the east bank of the Kamarang-River about 50 miles from its mouth.
20 miles east of Guyana's border with Venezuela.
Adventists.

It is about

The residents of Paruima are Seventh-Day

Paruima has a Guyana Defence Force outpost, police station and airstrip.

Prom Paruima there are three trails to Venezuela and trails to Waramadong and the Kako
River.

Most residents

of Paruima also speak Spanish in addition to Arekuna and English

and make frequent visits to Venezuela where they have relatives.

The population totals

over 500, made up of Arekunas, Taurepangs and Kamarakotos but generally referred to as
Arekunas.

4.

JAWALLA is situated on both banks at the mouth of the Kukui River, 30 miles above
Kamarang.

This Akawaio village was started in 1954.

Its residents are Anglicans and

followers of the 'Hallelujah' religion. The native population totals over 400.
is based on

The economy

mining, lumbering and agriculture.

PHILLIPAI is an Akawaio village situated on the left bank of the Kukui River, about
50 miles from its mouth.

AMOKOKOPAI, a sub-settlement, is about 5 miles from Phillipai.

Amokokopai is. a long established village and the headquarters of the indigenous
'Hallelujah' religion.

In 1958, an American Protestant mission. Pilgrim Holiness, was

established at PIBILIBIPAI (later anglicised to Phillipai), then a small family settlement.
The health clinic at Phillipai is staffed and run by the mission.
on mining, agriculture and lumbering. There are trails to
population is made up of

The economy is based

Chinowieng and Brazil.

The

about 400 Akawaios.

KAKO, also called MOROWATA, is
River and about 15 miles from Kamarang.

situated one mile up the left bank of the Kako
The village was established in 1958.

The

population consists of approximately 300 Akawaios who call themselves 'KAKOREKOK' (natives
of Kako).

A Seventh-Day Adventist mission is located at Kako.

mining, lumbering and agriculture.

The economy is based on

Kako supplies building materials to the District

Administration for the construction of Government buildings.

From Kako there are trails

to Waramadong and Kamarang.
KAIKAN is located at
Venezuela border.

the junction of the Tshuau and Wenamu rivers on the Guyana-

The population is approximately 250 Akawaios.

Kaikan has a Seventh-

Day Adventist mission, police outpost and an airstrip for light aircraft.
residents speak Spanish and the younger people English.
Venezuela. From Kaikan there is a trail to Paruima.

The older

There is regular contact with

The economic activities of the area

are mining and subsistence agriculture.
CHINOWIENG is found on the savannah lands between the Upper Ireng and the Upper
Mazaruni rivers.

Chinowieng is a small village with a population of about 200 Akawaios.

The Akawaios of Chinowieng are largely followers of the 'Hallelujah' religion. Very few
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speak English.

The economy is based on mining and farm ing.

THE

PEOPLE

Linguistically the Akawaio and Arekuna languages belong to the family of languages
labelled by Armellada (1944) as 'La lengua Pemon'.

According to Armellada's sub

classification of the varieties of the Pemon language, Akawaios and Arekunas belong to
the same sub-group, that is, the 'Roraima' group of languages.

Most of the tribes

which belong to the 'Roraima' branch of the Pemon language live in Venezuela.
Arekunas of Guyana represent a

The

small group of the large Arekuna tribe of Venezuela.

Language affinities apart, there are notable similarities and differences between
the Akawaios and Arekunas.

The Akawaios call themselves 'Kapong-amok', while the

Arekunas call themselves 'pemongtong'.
It is difficult
Akawaios and Arekunas.

to identify precisely the differences in appearance between the
There are a few traits, however, that may help to distinguish one

group from the other. Arekunas tend to be slightly taller, darker and slimmer than Akawaios.
Another identifying characteristic,noticed only among aged women, - is the differences
in the designs of tattos printed below themouth of

the Akawaio and Arekuna women.

A third way of distinguishing the Akawaios from the

Arekunas is by their canoes. The

Akawaios use a kind of 'woodskin' called 'kanabipŏ' made from the bark of the 'Kanau'
tree. When one sees an Indian with or in such a canoe, one can usually say that the
person is Akawaio.

On the other hand, theArekunas

make canoes from the wood of the

same tree and call them 'kuruiyara'.
The Akawaios and Arekunas of the Upper Mazaruni area are conservative, independent,
individualistic and easy-going by nature.
conform readily to the habits of

They dislike being pressurized and do not

coastal society.

There are strong kinship ties

among members of a family with close co-operation and unity within the tribes.

6.

CHAPTER II
A brief history of the Akawaios and Arekunas
Among early references to the Akawaios and Arekunas is a description of these
tribes by Sir Robert Schomburgk (1848).
fighting nation capable of

He described the Akawaios as a trading and

enduring great fatigue.

He also found them to be nomadic.

According to Schomburgk, Akawaios were concentrated along the banks of the Demerara,
Berbice, Mazaruni and Cuyuni Rivers (1848, p . 48).

The Arekunas were described by

Schomburgk (1848, p. 50) as inhabitants of the mountain and savannah regions on the
banks of tributaries of the Parima

(i.e. Paruima) River on the Guyana-Venezuela

border.
THE AKAWAIOS
Verrill (1917) mentions that "there is scarcely any portion of the colony where
Akawaios are not found, and their benabs are scattered through the forests from the
Corentyne to the Venezuelan border ... " (p, 107).
bours of

Akawaios were the nearest neigh-

the coastal Caribs and formed a sort of human barricade between the warlike

Caribs and the savannah tribes.

An analysis of information received from aged

Akawaio informants indicates that Akawaios migrated from the coastal areas to the
Upper Mazaruni region.

The precise period of this migration is uncertain.

During the early period of their migration to the Upper Mazaruni the Akawaios
could not

find suitable locations to establish settlements

so they led a temporarily

nomadic existence. Eventually they are reported to have settled in the areas around the
Kako and Kukui Rivers which were perfect for hunting, farming and fishing. Later some
Akawaios moved across to Amokokopai where

they started a new settlement. Amokokopai

became established as the headquarters of the local 'Hallelujah' religion. Akawaios
of the Upper Mazaruni area are reported to have had

contact with Christian mission

aries in the latter part of the 19th century. This means that the Christian elements
now present in the Hallelujah religion entered the indigenous system of beliefs in
this period (see Chapter III).
According to information elicited from very aged Akawaio informants,the Akawaios
who inhabited the Kako and Kukui areas in the early period waged constant war against
each other.

They also took part in inter-tribal attacks against the Arekunas,
7.

especially the Taurepang and Pichawokok sub-tribes.
THE AREKUNAS
The Arekunas of the Upper Mazaruni area live mainly in Paruima village, the only
community with a predominance of Arekunas.
Information concerning their history has been received from tribal elders and
from the accounts of missionaries, educators and Government officials who worked in
the area.

Some tribal elders say that the Guyana Arekunas are descendants of the Arekunas

of Venezuela, the latter being concentrated near the Guyana-Venezuela border in the
Mount Roraima area.

Evidence suggests that the first significant migration of Arekunas

to Guyana took place about 50 years ago. However, some Amerindians claim that some
Arekunas were living in the Upper Mazaruni area before the emigration of Arekunas from
Venezuela.
While in Venezuela the Arekunas who later migrated to Guyana lived in various
border-communities. They made their living by growing cassava and other ground
provisions which they planted in clearings adjoining their villages and on large farms
at the foot of mountains. Hunting and fishing expeditions supplied meat and fish. (This
life-style is similar to

that of all present-day Amerindian tribes in Guyana).

The Roraima mission of the Seventh-Day Adventists began to convert the Arekunas on
the Guyana-Venezuela border in the early part of this century. Elder O .E. Davis responded
to an invitation from the Amerindians of that area and did pioneering religious work
among them. He worked in the Mount Roraima region and died at the Arekuna village of
Kamaiva-wong at the foot of Mount Roraima in 1911.
In the 1920's Seventh-Day Adventist missionaries working among the Arekunas in
Venezuela were expelled. Missionaries left Venezuela and passed through Guyana. Reverend
and Mrs. A .W. Cott came to the Paruima area bringing with them their Arekuna followers.
The families who eventually settled at Paruima belonged to various sub-tribes: Yteikok,
Arekuna, Kamarakoto, Apangwowkok, Taurepang and Roroimikok. The Arekunas were in the
majority so that the sub-tribes

became known as Arekunas. Among the present population

of Paruima are some of the original immigrants from Venezuela. The Cotts were reported
to have worked in the Roraima area as early as 1924 when Mrs. A.W. Cott established the
8.

Mount Roraima Church school. The school was moved from Sukapi to Waramadong and
finally to Paruima. The school was moved because of the migratory tendency of the
Amerindians, but eventually a permanent settlement was established at Paruima. Two
missions were founded at the time the school was established at Paruima; one at Paruima,
the other at Waramadong.
According to W .H. Seggar (1965, p. 12):
Waramadang and Paruima villages in the Kamarang River were small
Akawaio settlements 40 years ago when the Seventh-Day Adventist
mission arrived in the area from Venezuela bringing with it members
of the Arecuna and Taulepan tribes from the savannahs. Paruima was
selected as headquarters for the mission and this village has been
built up into the largest and most advanced in the district.
Waramadang came under the Adventist influence but being without a
resident Pastor for a long time did not receive the same attention
as Paruima but even so it has developed into the second largest
village in the district.
This information suggests that both Akawaios and Arekunas were brought together
in the early part of this century under missionary influence and lived in the same
community .
In 1943, the British Government provided funds for a complete survey of the
Amerindians of the country.

In 1944, P.S. Perberdy reported that the Akawaios were

still living a relatively primitive existence. According to Peberdy, the Akawaios were
mainly self-supporting - they retained their traditional farming, hunting and fishing
activities, but also worked occasionally and for short periods in the gold and diamond
fields as boathands, porters or labourers. They also sold fish and meat to

the mining

shops. Following Peberdy's survey and on his recommendation, the district was proclaimed
an Amerindian Reservation in 1945 (Seggar 1965).
Administrative headquarters of the Upper Mazaruni area were established at
Imbaimadai in the Mazaruni River in 1945. In 1948, a decision was taken to remove the
district headquarters from Imbaimadai to the junction of the Kamarang and Mazaruni
Rivers. Thus in 1949 the main centre moved 60 miles down-river to Kamarang Mouth - a
point in the centre of the productive part of the district, better situated from an
administrative point of view (Seggar 1952).

This change saw the rise of new villages

9.

and the decline of old ones.

For instance, in 1950 villagers of Chinowieng moved to

Kamarang and Amokokopai so that by 1960 only one family lived at Chinowieng. Jawalla,
30 miles from Kamarang, was founded in 1954,
established a mission at Phillipai.

10.

In 1958 the Pilgrim Holiness denomination
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LANGUAGES

PROJECT

CHAPTER III
Some Customs and Traditions of the AKAWAIOS and AREKUNAS

Many customs

and traditional practices of the Akawaios and Arekunas have either

died out completely or are fast fading

away as a result of the inroads made by Christian

teaching and increased social contact with coastal dwellers. Nevertheless those that
remain serve to give useful insights into the social, cultural and religious life of,
these tribes.
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
The Akawaios and Arekunas retain certain traditional aspects of social organisation.
The family is

the fundamental unit of the tribe.

Traditionally a single family used to

make up a settlement in suitable agricultural and hunting surroundings.
families would make up a larger settlement.

Groups of

Within such multi-family settlements the

population came together occasionally to exchange information, arrange marriages and
indulge in social and economic activities beneficial to the community.

Settlements were

rarely permanent because of the tendency of the Amerindians to move from one place to
another in
system in

search of adequate food supplies and better soil for farming.
these societies was patrilineal in that the

and protector of the family.

The kinship

father was regarded as the head

Coexistent with the patrilineal system was the matrilocality

system by which the husband of a girl would go and live with his wife's parents and

pay

dues to her father.
Over the years there has been some measure

of social change in the organization of

Amerindian settlements from isolated family units to
communities.

concentrations in village

Amerindians now accept permanent village communities instead of family units

because they have come to recognise the advantages of living in large communities. A few
Amerindian families, however, continue
1

1

to maintain their tradition of living in isolated
.

groups.

Both the patrilineal and matrilocality systems are retained by Akawaios and

Arekunas.
Traditionally authority was not invested in a leader even though each settlement
had a leader. Leadership was not hereditary, but was obtained according to the
possession of certain skills or position in the society. For instance, the man with
the largest number of marriageable daughters could easily become headman of a village.
The role of such a leader (Akawaio 'eburu', Arekuna 'epuru') was limited to calling
together heads of families to organise hunting and fishing expeditions

and drinking

sprees. Punishment for crime was hardly his concern and it was left to the injured
party or a relative to obtain redress for wrongs inflicted. The Amerindian 'blood
revenge' tradition which required a

relative to avenge the murder of another relative

is now a thing of the past.
Lack of tribal organisation made administration difficult when the Upper Mazaruni
Amerindian District was established in 1945. Administrators had to attempt to deal with
the head of each family. The first task they undertook was to appoint chiefs for each
major village. Chiefs were selected by the administrators after nominations were made
by the people of the villages. After a short period of being termed Headmen these people
became known as 'Captains' (amerindianized to 'Kyaping' and 'Kyapitang'). Paruima, then
the largest village, had parts of three tribes living in it and had to have thre
Captains. The situation in 1945 was that seven villages and nine Captains were
recognised (Seggar 1959).
There has never been a system of land tenure or inheritance of property among the
Akawaios or Arekunas. They feel that the right to use the land stems from membership of
the tribe. In general, all Amerindians believe that God alone possesses land and that it
is therefore wrong to make claims of personal owenership. This belief is in keeping with
their natural tendency to move from one place to another to

settle or work,

FROM BIRTH TO DEATH
Certain customs pertaining to birth and childhood, marriage and death are still
practised among the Akawaios and Arekunas today. At birth, a baby has a band tied around
its hand, presumably to ward off evil. Another practice is to place an axe or occasionally
an axe and a few peppers in the fire to heat. The baby is then passed over the smoke
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given off. When a girl reaches puberty, certain rites are carried out. An Arekuna
has her hair trimmed while an Akawaio's hair is cut very short.
isolated and not allowed to cook.

The young woman is

For the first three days after attaining puberty

she goes without food but drinks 'poirek' bitters made from the bark of the 'poirek'
tree.

Afterwards, she resumes her normal place in the home.
The adolescent male has to develop certain skills as

adulthood and married life.

partof his training for

He must develop farming skills and learn basketry.

hunting and fishing there is a ritual the young man has to undergo.

For

Small punctures

are made on the chest or arm and a mixture of powdered herbs applied.

This process is

believed to help the young man become successful in hunting birds and in fishing. For
hunting animals, the young man has to experience a second stage of the ritual.
adolescent is placed on a structure ('sura': Akawaio/Arekuna)
to three feet above the ground.

The

madeof sticks about two

A fire is made under this structure and scraped bark

from the 'wirkowa' tree is put on the 'sura'.

The fire is controlled.

heat is emitted to make the boy perspire, the ritual comes to an end.

After enough
The final stage

of the ritual comes when the young man is taken home, isolated, restricted to certain
types of food and prevented from talking or mixing with male or female friends. Failure
to observe these regulations may result in incurable sickness.

This process comes to

an end after a month and the young man can then go on his first hunting trip.
With respect to marriage, endogamy (the system of marrying within the tribe) is
inherent in each tribal system with a preference for cross-cousin marriages.

The

practice of the levirate (a system which entitles a man to marry his brother's widow or
a widower to marry the sister of his deceased wife) is almost non-existent but a case in
which a widower married his wife's younger sister is reported to have occurred at
Waramadong as recent as 1973. Betrothal (promising a daughter or rarely son to a pro spective marriage partner when one or both are young) is also an obsolete custom. Arraned marriages are still common but the custom is dying out. Normally, when a young man
becomes interested in a girl, he informs her parents. A period of courtship follows during
which the young man brings game and fish to the girl. The girl cooks a meal and invites
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him to share it.

Such an invitation signifies virtual agreement to the match on the part

of the girl. According to the traditional pattern the couple are then married and can
move to their own hut.

In the past there was no elaborate ceremony.

most couples prefer formal church weddings.
teaching.

Today, however,

Polygamy has vanished as a result of Christian

Only elderly Amerindian males are known to have several wives.

Death by certain causes is regarded as natural by Amerindians.

Such deaths include

deaths by diseases such as tuberculosis, dysentery and whooping cough or deaths by misadventures such as snakebites, drowning or a tree crushing someone.

Deaths by other

causes are considered to be the results of evilforces. The spirit of a person who dies a
normal death, according to the belief of older folk, wanders until it can enter the body
of a new-born child of a member of its family.
evil forces,
his death.

If the victim's death is the result of

they say that the victim goes to dwell with the evil spirit responsible for
Unnatural deaths are recognized in certain ways in keeping with the

superstitious beliefs of the Akawaios and Arekuna.

The ritual of 'blowing' ('tareng',

see below) is considered effective as cures of injury or sickness caused naturally; if
this method or the use of local medicines fails, and the person dies,
feels that evil forces were responsibl.
black and blue marks on the corpse.
victim wanders forever.

the Amerindian

A Kanaima (see below) victim is recognised by

Since Kanaima is a mortal being, h
t e spirit of hi s

A person whose drowning was caused by the water-spirit

Rato

(Akawaio - Radd ) is distinguished from a normal drowned victim by its multilated
condition.

Christianity, however, has had a profound effect on these customs with the

result that Christianized Amerindians believe that at death their souls return to God.
Traditional ways of burying are rarely observed today.

Funeral rites are now

carried out according to Christian customs by most Akawaios and Arekunas.

According to

Akawaio tradition, when an Akawaio dies, a grave is dug on the spot where he died.
body is

then lowered into the grave.

down on the grave.
inside.

The

After everyone has departed, the house is brought

If the person dies at home, the house is destroyed with the deceased

The area is then deserted by the family of the deceased.
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When an Arekuna dies,

he is placed in his house and

later taken to be burnt . For cremation a square-shaped

structure of four forked sticks stuck into the earth is made.
leaves from certain trees and

laid on this platform.

The corpse is wrapped in

The platform is set ablaze and the

body burnt. The ashes arc taken and buried. The house of the deceased is deserted by
the family.
Members of the family of a dead person are considered 'unclean' (a pregnant woman
is also considered 'unclean') and are debarred from eating with others for a year. They
are not allowed to offer food or drink to people, but are free to converse with them.
At the end of

the year, the family goes fishing. Fishes caught are shared among relatives.

Each home prepares a meal of fish which is

eaten by all relatives at a family-gathering.

CULTURE AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
Hunting fishing
and Arekunas.
food.

and farming are traditional economic activities of the Akawaios

The Amerindians are skilful hunters and wild game forms a major source of

Traditional hunting weapons are the blow-pipe, darts, bow and arrow and a variety

of snares.

The tips of darts are usually poisoned.

Animals such as deer, labba, 'bush-

cow' (tapir) and 'wild pigs' (peccary) are hunted with the help of hunting dogs.
and small animals are caught with snares.

Birds

The Amerindians still imitate the calls of

animals and birds to bring them within shooting range.
Traditional wildlife found in the area have been a source of danger to the hunter
or traveller, but some species now seem to be threatened with extinction.

These latter

are the Giant Anteater, Giant Armadillo, Giant Otter (waterdog). Ocelot and Jaguar
(Harza Report, p. 15).
labaria, and bushmaster.

Poisonous snakes found in the area include the rattle-snake,
Common insects include mosquitoes, flies, wasps, ants, termites,

beetles, scorpions and centipedes.
Methods of fishing include using bow and arrow, hook and line as well as fish-traps.
Sometimes an entire village goes fishing when fish are plentiful.

Types of fish caught

by the Akawaios and Arekunas include the patwa, yarau, hourie, luga-luga, p
"anapia"and
"sardine" fish. "Sardine" fish and yarau are most plentiful in the rainy season.
species are caught throughout the year.
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The other

Poisons are used by the Amerindians for hunting and fishing. The juice of the
poisonous 'kmarawa' vine is extracted.
on the tips of darts made by Arekunas.

The mixture is then boiled.

This poison is used

Akawaios use the fruit of the 'kwarik' tree.

The fruit is pierced by darts which are allowed to remain in. the fruit for sometime to
absorb its poison.

For fishing another poison is used by Akawaios and Arekunas . The

branch or root of the 'aya' (Iiaiara) tree is pounded until soft.

Bundles are made with

it and are dipped into the water to allow the poison to take its

effect. When the Haiara

loses its potency, it is taken out of the water, pounded again and the process is repeated.
The fish becomes,affected and rise to

the surface where they are caught with nets and

arrows and bows.
Each family in a village has a garden-plot.
from the village and at the foot of mountains.

Large farms are located some distance

Traditionally a family has several farm

plots in different stages of maturity in different locations at any point of time.
traditional system of agriculture is slash-and-burn cultivation.
cleared and planted.

The

An area would be burnt,

After the crop is harvested, another plot is used. Cassava, ground

provisions, sugar-cane and c o m are traditional crops.
Farming tools made

of iron were obtained by

the Amerindians from early Dutch and

English traders
In his article, "The Changing Amerindian" 'W.H. Seggar, (1965) points out that
Amerindians are quick to adopt any new thing which makes life easier for them.

Iron tools

such as axes, machetes and hoes for clearing forests, for farms and for house

building,

iron pots and pans to replace clay pots had considerable impact on Amerindian life.
Household utensils were more durable and new farming tools enabled a larger area to be
cultivated in less time.

At present, metal tools, household utensils and other equipment

are purchased at trade stores in the area.
Forests continue to provide materials for making houses.
longer elliptical or rectangular in shape with grass

Amerindian houses are no

or thatch roofs. Government

sponsored housing programmes have given rise to western type buildings.
Amerindian structures are used for specific purposes.
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Traditional

Close to the main living quarters

can be found a square, open-sided structure which is used as a kitchen.

Circular

buildings are used for religious purposes such as a 'Hallelujah' c eremony and dance
or a medicine man’s session.
The Akawaios and Arekunas are conservative in their eating and drinking habits.
Cassava is their main source of food and drink.

It is used to make different types of

cassava bread and tapioca and is the main ingredient in fermented drinks. Pepper-pot,
the popular Guyanese dish, is borrowed from the Amerindians who call it by various
names according to

the method of preparation. 'Tuma' seems to be closest to the dish

known throughout Guyana. 'Kata' (Akawaio: 'kada') is pepper-pot made from cassava flour
(Arekuna) or cassava water (Akawaio) with the addition of meat or fish.
of

Another kind

pepper-pot is 'auroksa' which is made from calaloo with meat or fish added.
There is a wide range of fermented beverages used by the Akawaios and Arekunas.

'Kachiri' (Akawaio: 'kajiri') is made from bitter cassava with grated sweet-potatoes to
give colour. The cassava and potatoes are grated and boiled in pots until the bitterness of the cassava is boiled away. The juice is extracted and placed in containers to
ferment for a few days. Another drink, 'sakura' (pronounced identically in Akawaio and
Arekuna) is made from boiled sweet potatoes which are crushed and made into a paste.
In preparing this drink some of the paste is mixed with water and cane juice.

The

'sakura' paste is particularly useful on long journeys. 'Parakari' (Akawaio/Arekuna)
is made from bitter cassava.
starts to decay.

The cassava is stored for a period of time until it

After a few days the cassava is grated and placed on leaves on the

ground and covered with 'monigi' (Akawaio) or 'moniki' (Arekuna) leaves.

When the

cassava has fermented it is placed in a container and mixed with water. This mixture
has to be further diluted with water before drinking.
The drinking sprees of the Amerindians are not as riotous as they were in the
past and are of considerably shorter duration. In the past there would be feasting and
drinking (for a week sometimes) on special occasions such as the return of a hunting
party or during local religious services. On these occasions there was also singing
and dancing. There were several kinds of dances such as the 'uguik' (Arekuna: 'tukuik')
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and 'pari jara' (Arekuna: 'parichara'). The 'tuguik' dance was generally held at
larger festivities when cassava was plentiful

enough to ensure sufficient liquor.

'Tuguik' means "humming-bird" so that the dance is patterned on the movements of that
bird - that is, in all directions.

When performing these dances, participants, includ-

ing those playing instruments, used to have their faces and feet painted with red clay.
Other dances were imitative of the antics, movements and traits of animals, birds and
persons. Of all the dances, only the 'Hallelujah' religious dance seems to have been
retained.

The 'Hallelujah' dance follows the same pattern of the 'tuguik' dance,

but no decoration is necessary and everyone joins hands to dance and sing.
has a leader, who gives up his place as soon as he becomes tired.

The dance

Drinking activities

have been curtailed as a result of Christian teaching, so that the dances traditionally
associated with drink have decreased in frequency.
Christian influence also seems to have affected the use of traditional musical
instruments like the flute, drum and rattle.

But certain types - bone flutes, reed

whistles and rattles (calabashes containing pebbles) are reported to be in existence
still.

The radio, radiogram, record-player

and guitar have replaced

traditional sources of music, especially in areas where acculturation to Western habits
is advanced.
For children there is story-telling - not in the ancient 'chanting' manner, but
in simple, narrative style.

There are games which appear to be imitations of adult

activities - for example, hunting and fishing (boys), and cooking (girls).

There are

also other games such as 'arapari pantapong' in which children pinch the backs of each
other's hands while singing. A nother game is 'uyering' in which five or more children
participate.

After a leader has been selected, the rest of the children sit side by

side with their feet stretched out.

The leader steps across the feet of the children

several times while they sing 'yering echiuka pra mang'.
the feet of the children who tickle him.

The leader then lies down across

Afterwards he pulls up each child. When all

the children are standing, the leader goes past the front of the group imitating the
sound made by cutting 'hard' trees. He then walks behind the group imitating the sound
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made by cutting 'soft' trees.

When the leader has finished, the children bend down

and touch the ground making a passage for the leader to pass between their arms
legs.

and

He passes through the group asking the question 'ökyeng king che' (literally

W hat container

is this?' but equivalent to 'what is in your belly?'), then each gives

an answer with the name of any food.

The leader tells each child 'mörö kee ammuukuu

tong erpanökpökö' ('Feed your children with it').

Finally, he throws each child over

his back and the game comes to an end.
Amerindian children also play string

games which are attempts by parents to show

their children different types of animals and insects and their habitations. Parents
give demonstrations using pieces of string.

Most string games involve the use of a

piece of string arranged into a circle and woven with fingers to represent the shape
or home of the animal or insect being represented.

The names of these games include

spider's web (Akawaio: 'araiekwek', Arekuna: 'araikaimi'), earthworm (Akawaio: mozogoroi', Arekuna: 'mosokoroi'), fly-house (Akawaio: 'werweing', Arekuna: 'werweyeng')
and flea ('chipöng', pronounced identically in Akawaio and Arekuna ) .
Akawaios tend to be skilful hunters and fishermen, while Arekunas excel at farming and handicraft. Akawaios trade readily for Arekuna-made canoes, hammocks, cassavagraters, fishing rods and blow-pipes.

All Amerindian tribes of Guyana use canoes but

each tribe has its own distinctive style and shape.
which they use for travelling and fishing.

Akawaios make 'woodskin' craft

The Arekuna canoe, though slower than the

'woodskin',can float more easily and lasts longer.

Both tribes are generally self-

reliant in making their own household furniture and articles such as bags, baskets,
fans, trays and warishis (containers for agricultural produce).
Akawaios and Arekunas are adept at basketry but their products vary in techniques
of manufacture and in shape.
basket-making.

Bush vine (kame) and soft bamboo (mukru) are used in

The material is stripped into strands. These strands are skilfully

plaited, mainly by men, into the desired shape and size.

The manner of weaving the

strands is different between Akawaios and Arekunas in terms of closeness of texture and
variations in the width of strands (Roth, 1924, p. 330). Akawaio designs on the finished
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products differ from Arekuna designs, the former using mainly designs of birds and some
animals, but not monkeys and frogs, while the latter use all types of designs. Baskets
may be oval, circular, pear-shaped or cylindrical.

There is also a basket of curious

shape called 'belly basket' which is used as a container for peppers and a kind of cotton
(asarik) used on darts.

Oval baskets are used exclusively for carrying food, circular

baskets for fish, pear-shaped baskets for fish or food, and cylindrical baskets for
heavier items such as ground provisions or fruits. Most baskets are made from mukru.
Other articles made from mukru are sifters, fans, trays and matapis. The latter are
cylindrical open-ended baskets with handles at both ends.

Grated cassava is placed in

them and squeezed by attaching one handle to a wall, holding the other handle and
pulling and winding the baskets.

Stripped 'kami' is used to make oval-shaped baskets,

fish-traps, warishis (large baskets strapped on the back and used for transporting food
and equipment over long distances), and small containers with covers.
has larger holes than the mukru basket.

The 'kami' basket

Cotton is also woven to make baby slings

(Akawaio: 'winek', Arekuna: 'weinek'), hammocks and beaded aprons.
Clay pots are made by old Amerindian women. This craft requires great skill and
there are age-old traditions surrounding the manufacture of these pots. For example,
the women who make them must

not eat

certain types of food during the process of

manufacture. The process is as follows: the clay is cleaned then rolled into coils on
a board.

The potter takes another lump of clay, squeezes it between her hands, and

makes a circular mass of it in the centre of the board.

A coil is placed around and

inside of the edge of the circular mass and both edge and coil are squeezed together.
The vessel is built up of a number of coils, each succeeding one adding to its height.
When the desired height is attained shaping and smoothing takes place . The rough
surfaces of the pot are made smooth with a sharp instrument (Roth, 1924). The vessel
is polished with a small stone and then dyed.

A day or so later, the vessel is fired.

Tattooing is now a thing of the past but there are elderly Amerindian women with
variously designed tattoos which indicate tribal differences. Pigments are used for
more practical purposes. Arekunas use black and red dyes in the manufacture of pottery
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whereas Akawaios use red dyes for dyeing cloth. Among the Akawaios it is reported that
girls on the attainment of puberty have their foreheads, hands and feet marked with
dye as a means of protection. Necklaces and other forms of ornamentation are hardly
used, perhaps as a result of Seventh-Day Adventist teachings.
The only evidence of Amerindian art in the Upper Mazaruni area seems to be the
Tramen or Timehri cliff paintings near Imbaimadai.
paintings, described them thus:

P .S. Peberdy, discoverer of these

"on a rock face ..... for a distance of thirty-six

feet in length are portrayed the records and artistic skill of a long forgotten
generation of Amerindian

cave-artists.

The paintings featuring animals and birds

with additional impressions of the human hand, and two complete figures of the human
form are painted in a pigment resembling red ochre and interspersed with black lines"
(Hanif 1966, p. 30).
Amerindian traditions in measuring time, distance and number are simple. In
measuring time, a string with a number of knots to represent the number of days is
used. For instance, a person may send a string to a relative inviting him to visit
his home at some time in the future.

The prospective guest will untie one knot each

morning until all the knots are loose, thereby indicating that the day has arrived for
the visit.

Distance is determined as rather far or near, very far or very near or by

the length of time it takes to reach a given destination.
contains only the numbers one, two, three and four.

Their numeration system

Higher numbers are indicated by

the use of fingers and toe; the number twenty is interpreted as the number of fingers
and toes of a man.
RELIGIOUS AND SUPERSTITIOUS BELIEFS
On the borders of Guyana, Brazil and Venezuela certain Amerindian tribes, including Akawaios and Arekunas, adopted elements of Christianity which fused with the
indigenous system of beliefs so successfully that a new religion was formed- the
'Hallelujah' religion.
There are different versions of the origin
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of 'Hallelujah'.

According to the

Makuchi version,

a Makuchi by the name of Bichiwung went to England with a white

missionary who tried to deceive him about God. But Bichiwung managed to meet God who
gave him the Indian bible and told him to return and preach to his people.
Bichiwung's death, his followers became confused and lost the 'right'

After

words.

Then

Abel, an Akawaio, arose and he found the 'right' words and gave the people good
'Hallelujah'. Abel was

reported to have been preaching at Amokokopai in the late 1880's

Bichiwung had preceded him.

Arekunas seem to have received 'Hallelujah' from

the Makuchi's (Audrey Butt, 1954, pp. 101-102).

Christian elements seem to have entered

the religion also as a result of Catholic influence from Venezuela or

Brazil.

Followers of the 'Hallelujah' religion believe in God (Papa) who lives in the sky ,
made the earth and may give good things.

Present Hallelujah practices involve a

leader who has knowledge of the 'right' songs and who leads his flock in worship on
Saturdays and Sundays.

New converts are baptised in the river by the leader.

these services there is drinking and the 'Hallelujah' dance

During

is performed in the

traditional manner.
The practice of shamanism was and still is a feature of Amerindian life.
witch doctors or medicine iron. (Akawaio 'piaichang, Arekuna 'piasang')
in the society.

Their role is to invoke or exorcise spirits and

which they treat with -'bush medicines'.

The

are important

to cure illnesses

This role is becoming less important now, but the

medicine man serves also as a repository of tribal knowledge and lore and guardian of
traditions

and customs.

The medicine man can help cure illnesses caused by evil spirits.

He is the only

one who can find out why spirits have interfered with people to make them sick.
can even predict when these spirits will interfere with people.

He

He performs his

ritual by beating the bush and singing in the dark where he can invite spirits and
investigate incidents.
man also

Then he would report to the victim's family.

The medicine

employs the ritual of 'blowing' in curing victims made ill by evil spirits.

It is his custom also to smoke a pipe at the end of the day to keep spirits away,
Most of the medicine men have died from diseases which were curable by the use of
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modern medicine, but. which they refused to accept. As the shamen could not cure
themselves of simple diseases their numbers decreased.Confidence in them waned and faith
in modern medicine increased among Amerindians (Seggar 1959).
Deep in the hinterland where they have long been exposed to disease and danger
from nature and wild animals , the Akawaios and Arekunas have over the years developed
local cures for a

variety of ailments using herbs, bark of trees, vines and shrubs.

Knowledge of these medicines was handed down from generation to generation through the
medicine men who prescribed the type of medicine to be used.
use the
drunk.

For diarrhoea, Arekunas

bark of the 'poreta', 'araira' or 'ruweta' tree . The bark is boiled and
The same method is employed by Akawaios who use the 'kodak' seed, a tree bark

(chingkiri) and a bush vine (konoikpang).
overnight in water and then drink the
boiled leaves of

the 'kopari' vine.

For cold, Akawaios soak 'pembudu' flowers

mixture.

They also drink a mixture made from

For the same ailment, Arekunas boil and drink

a preparation made from either 'watakurang' or 'wanapuime' leaves.
both tribes
wiri peppers.
nose.

For headache,

use the juice of grated ginger or a mixture of grated ginger and mariA little

of the mixture is placed on the eyes or inhaled through the

For menstruation and post-natal conditions, Akawaios and Arekunas use boiled

'poreta' bitter.

For muscular aches and pains Akawaios and Arekunas use the 'kuyuk'

ant. A small trap made of strips of 'mukru' (a. kind of soft bamboo) is used to catch
these ants.
The sting

This trap with the ants in it is applied to the painful area of the body.
from the ants is reputed to remove the pain or ache.

TARENG
One of the foremost causes of sickness and death,according to Amerindian beliefs, is
'tareng' ('taling' in some sources), but it is also regarded as an effective means of
curing illnesses or preventing illnesses or misfortune.

The word 'tareng' means

blowing and refers to a special procedure in Which the blower silently utters special
commands or wishes and at the end of every utterance blows on the sick person or
medicine prescribed for him.
for successful 'tareng'.

Both acts - blowing and making

utterances are required

If blowing is ineffective, the patient's condition may worsen.
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In blowing people sometimes use tobacco smoke.

People who blow do so by forcing

their breath through the mouth or nose in short, sharp gusts.
In the practice of this ritual distance is of no account for a person can blow
effectively on someone many miles away.
house, blowing will not

If Kanaima is already approaching your

prevent his coming.

If he is a long way off and is not

actually coming, but you fear that he may come, then blowing will keep him away. If
a person is ill, tareng may help to improve his condition, but not if he is on the
point of death.

In other words, tareng is no good when an. issue is. already certain

in time but it can be effective where there is a matter of doubt and uncertainty.
(Audrey Butt, 1956, pp. 37-8)
Tareng can not only be used by Amerindians, but by other ethnic groups as well
as by evil forces such as Kanaima and spirits. There is
bad tareng.

good tareng and there is

Bad tareng results in sores, skin diseases, pain, tuberculosis, blind

ness or even death. Bad tareng is usually aimed at people who are envied either for
their beauty or for their possessions. Tareng is also regarded as a legitimate means
of revenge for a wrong done to someone.
Tareng is used for good when it is employed to get rid of ailments such as
vomiting, headaches and fever. Good tareng could also be used to bless a newly
married couple and to ask for success in hunting and fishing. As a preventive measure
tareng is employed to keep away evil forces or to prevent rain. To achieve these
latter aims the tareng user blows in the direction of the person or thing he wishes
to affect. If rain clouds are threatening the person using tareng blows towards the
sky. If a person has a headache, his head is blown upon. The person using tareng is
called (Akawaio) tareng-eezak (tareng-yeesak, Arekuna). The person affected by
tareng is called (Akawaio) tareng-bogong (tareng-poking, Arekuna).
Knowledge of the ancient art of tareng remains primarily with aged Amerindians.
It is mainly used now to cure minor ailments and to ward off evil, spirits and
Kanaima.
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KANAIMA
Among the Amerindians there is a strong belief in their common enemy , the
Kanaima who still exists, but in fewer numbers than in the past. Akawaios know him
as Edodo.

The Rupununi Amerindians believe that Kanaima is a "disembodied spirit

capable of assuming human form" (Roth 1950). Akawaios and Arekunas hold that he is
human.
The word 'Kanaima' means one who attacks and murders his victims when they least
expect it.

Kanaima is a secret killer, a mortal being with evil connections. He is

seen as a kind of avenger, punishing someone for causing the death of one of his
relatives or as a paid assassin, in which case he never refuses the wicked job.
Akawaios and Arekunas often attribute sudden sickness and death caused by disease to
Kanaima (Anthon 1957).
Kanaima attacks only when a person is alone, unarmed and unprepared. He attacks
at night and

tends to be afraid of barking dogs, but can enter houses even though

doors are locked.

His victims meet gruesome deaths.

disembowelled with sticks or poisoned.

They are battered with clubs,

Kanaima is reported to carry with him a small

bag containing special poisons and charms to be used in his attacks.

A victim of

Kanaima is recognised by particular black and blue marks about the body.

The victim

usually becomes seriously ill after the attack by Kanaima and dies within a few days.
According to the Rev. W .H. Brett (1880, p. 154) if the victim does not die immediately,
"mad he wanders till he dies".
It is difficult for Christian Missions to rid their Amerindian followers of
their belief in evil phenomena. In spite of efforts to christianize Amerindians most
of them still firmly believe in Kanaima and in evil spirits of the forests, mountains
and rivers.

Some of these spirits are worthy of discussion.

A mountain-spirit called Piyaikora by Akawaios and Arekunas is believed to be
responsible for causing all kinds of sickness. He seldom visits the village, but whenever

there is an epidemic of fever, cold or whooping cough. Piyaikma is believed to

have visited the village. The spirit only comes to the village at night bringing
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in his snail bag diseases which eventually cause the death of people, especially
children.
Akawaios and Arekunas recognise another spirit Irnawari who lives in the mountains
but who has powers to control the weather and the level of water in rivers.

This

spirit never visits the village but preys on Amerindians who go hunting near his
habitation.

An attack by Irnawari causes his victim to be continuously feverish and

to refuse food.

If the patient is not nursed, he dies.

Maigok (Arekuna: Maikok) is a forest-spirit who lives in dense forests beyond
the mountains.

Maigoks are supposed to be "runaway" indians from Brazil and Venezuela

who escaped because their settlements were raided by Venezuelans and Brazilians.
They are reputed to be red in complexion and naked but they possess a special charm
('murang') which makes them invisible.

The unfortunate person who comes into contact

with Maigok, suffers from vomiting, fever and fits.

Whenever someone is approaching

him, a Maigok would shout or whistle to warn the person, but if these warnings are
not heeded, almost invariably he attacks.
Rado (Arekuna: Rato) is a water-spirit who dwells in rivers.

He is merciless

towards anyone passing through that part of the river where he lives.

Whenever people

travel by boat and approach his territory, they disembark and walk on land until they
pass that area.

Whenever Rado attacks, he assumes the form of a strong wind descend-

ing on his victim's boat.

The boat is capsized and the victim drawn under.

The

victim surfaces several times, before finally being pulled down, Rado keeps his.
victim for a day, during which time he dismembers the body.
multilated corpse floats to the surface.
victim of Rado.

The next day, the

Such a drowned person is considered to be a

A female water-spirit (Akawaio: Tuuenggarong, Arekuna: Tuuweenkarong

is reputed to carry away males only.
Diamond Yeburu is the name given to a spirit who lives in caves on land or under
water near diamond-workings.

He is believed to cause the death of divers and

prospectors or even their children.
his children may die suddenly.

When a diamond-seeker becomes rich he or one of

This death is seen as a kind of compensation Yeburu
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extracts for the diamonds the family had received.
Although they are faced with the threat of evil spirits, the Amerindians are not
helpless for they have ways to protect themselves.

For protection against Kanaim,

they always have in, their possession a, special plant (muurang) which serves as a charm.
To protect themselves against Maigok they have three methods.

The first is tareng.

An elderly person who knows the Maigok's tareng blows on the heads of people before
they set out on a long journey. The second is to introduce themselves to Maigok
while on their journey stating who they are, where they are going and asking for safe
passage.
tree.

The last method employs the red substance from the fruit of the 'anonto'

This substance is applied to the faces and hands of travellers.

If one is

going to bathe or swim in the river, one needs to be protected from water-spirits
such as Rado.

A mixture of ground ginger and pepper placed on the eyes is believed

to give this protection. Blowing on the paddle of a canoe or the person travelling
may also be used.

For Piyaikma and Diamond Yeburu a bottle of liquor is left because

these spirits are supposed to be fond of spirituous liquor.
Among Amerindian myths and legends are references to a Supreme Being, the
Creation of the World, the Origin of Man, and the Story of the Flood.
special accounts of

There are

the origins of tribes, animals, birds and trees. In Akawaio and

Arekuna tradition there,is for instance, a legend of a Tree,on which grew various
fruits. This Tree is said to be the source of all plants and trees. There is also]
an account of how the Arekunas got their name. The story is told of a husband who,
after having a misunderstanding with his wife, bound her with rope and threw her into
the river.

The last words of the wife, who belonged to Arekikmapö, were:

Arekuna-yamökrö upetoi-nong kokwang-tok tong
(My people - Arekunas - shall live).
The people of Arekikmapö thus became known as the Arekunas . Armellada (1944)
claims that Arekuna

and Makuchi are among the few names with truly tribal origins.

Other tribes, for example, the Kamarokotos, are given names according to their
geographical location.
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CHAPTER IV
Social and Economic Activities of the Akawaios and Arekunas
The Upper Mazaruni area is characterized by tropical rainforests and rugged
topography.

The inner slopes of mountains are fertile and the tributaries contain

good agricultural land.

In other areas soils are reported to be deficient in

mineral nutrients and are therefore poor agricultural land.

Forests provide

materials for houses, canoes and basketry. Rivers abound in the area
water supply

and ensure

as well as serve as travel routes.

Amerindian communities usually take the form of one main settlement with several
smaller ones nearby. Communities are usually located along the banks of rivers.
Kinship relationships provide the basis for groupings within the settlement,
Individual families cook separately, but share and eat food together.

Family co-

operation is essential in hunting, fishing and farming - the traditional occupations
of the Amerindians.

Sometimes the entire community may indulge in

hunting activities if the season is right.

fishing or

Mobility is great among the Amerindians,

but most movement is related to the necessity of obtaining adequate food supplies.
Otherwise the Amerindian remains close to his family and village and hardly mingles
with outsiders.
Community projects are undertaken by village Councils headed by Captains.
Traditionally Captains were elected on the basis of the possession of certain
qualities.

Now,the norms governing the attainment of Captaincy have changed to

include formal education.

The Captain is designated Rural. Constable with powers of

arrest and authority to deal with petty offences.
help organize development programmes

The work of the Council is to

and tackle social and economic problems. Self-

help schemes are formulated and implemented by Councils with the assistance of
Government.
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Traditionally no distinctive class structure existed in Akawaio

and Arekuna

societies and status was determined only by age, sex and special abilities.
In the past, the witch doctor or medicine man was considered to be important. At
present 'progressive' Amerindians (in their reaction to developmental and educational
programmes) are considered more important socially by members of their tribe than those
who retain their traditional customs and mode of life. The social status of a person
is increased by his possession of an expensive item such as a radio, a sewing-machine
or a shot-gun. Contact between Coastlanders and Amerindians has led to the adoption of
some of the values of Coastlanders. These values are considered superior by the Amerindians.
Education in Amerindian communities includes formal education in additon to
learning traditional skills. The missionaries of the Christian denominations
represented in the area have long established schools and continue to play an important
role in

educating the Amerindians. Apart from primary education, three schools -

those at Kamarang , Paruima and Waramadong - provide a basic start on secondary
education programmes. Schools are located in all the major villages. Many Amerindians
exploit the educational facilities available to them. Some Akawaios and Arekunas who
have been educated in urban

areas such as Bartica and Georgetown have returned to

their native villages to work.
There are difficulties, however, which impede progress in education. The usual
problems pertaining to the availability of staff, text books, and adequate staff
facilities are present. On the other hand, Amerindian parents neglect to send their
children to school when they reach school age. Although attendance at school is fair,
parents occasionally fail to supervise regular attendance of children and often take
their children with

them when hunting or fishing. It is not unusual to find Amerindians

taking their families to Venezuela to visit relatives there during the normal school
term in Guyana. The education of female Amerindians is impeded because Amerindian
parents are wont to withdraw their daughters before the school-leaving age is attained.
Added to these difficulties, the language barrier creates another problem for teachers
and students.
Within Amerindian communities Akawaio and Arekuna are spoken by the natives
though most are bilingual (English/Akawaio or Arekuna). In Kaikan and Paruima the
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language situation is more complex. Older inhabitants tend to speak their native
tongue and some Spanish, but know little English. The younger generation feel it is
a sign of ignorance,to use their native language and prefer to learn the pre stigious
language of the Coastlanders.

In villages where acculturation to coastal values is

advanced most people are fluent in English.

In villages where such acculturation is

low only few people have command of English.

Paruima and Waramadong are examples of

the former type of village while Phillipai and Chinowieng typify the latter type.
In the past it was difficult to organise games on a competitive basis. More
and more though, games such as cricket, table tennis, football, volleyball and rounders
are playing an important part in
way

of coastal kinds of

Amerindian social life.

There is little in the

entertainment. There are no cinemas, for instance, and

festive occasions such as parties and the coastal type of wedding receptions are few
and far between.

Many Amerindians

are Seventh-Day Adventist followers so there ar

religious constraints as well.
Health facilities in the area include a cottage hospital at Kamarang and health
clinics in the major villages.
mothers

Typical cases at the hospital or clinic are expectant

and sufferers from dysentery.

Except for those born at Kamarang or George-

town, many Amerindians have not been immunized against infectious diseases.

Health

hazards are presented by factors such as the design of houses with outdoor kitchens,
poor sanitation and contaminated water.
The Upper Mazaruni area is relatively inaccessible so that trails and waterways
are important travel routes. Rivers are navigable for canoes and small boats - with
Or without outboard motors. The dissemination of information has been facilitated by
radio and newspapers so that Amerindians do not have to wait for someone to travel to
their home to bring news.

Paruima, Kamarang, Jawalla and Phillipai maintain contact

with Georgetown and elsewhere by means of church-maintained radio facilities.
ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
Traditional hunting and fishing patterns co-exist with modern methods such as
the use of a shot-gun.

Meat and fish still form a major part
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of the

Amerindian diet. Animal populations in the area are at low densities so that, using
the shot-gun, hunters will easily deplete the indigenous wildlife.

However, Amer-

indians who have been converted to Christianity have been prevailed upon not to kill
or use for food certain anim als and birds such as the monkey, squirrel, woodpecker and
carrion crow.

Those who belong to the Seventh-Day Adventist denomination have

additional restraints; they are not allowed to eat labba or peccary.
Fishing methods vary according to the season.

In the wet season basket traps

are used. Another method is the blocking of tributary streams during high water for
harvest as the water level drops.

In the dry season, the 'poisoning' method using

pulverised haiara roots is employed.

The authorities have been trying to stamp out

this latter practice to keep the river water pure and to avoid danger to health since
the water remains contaminated for at least a week after it is 'poisoned'.

More

stringent law enforcement will be necessary in this regard for the Indians will not
easily forego this traditional practice.
The other source of food supply is agricultural produce.
system of agriculture is 'shifting' or 'extensive' cultivation.
adapted to the soil of areas of low fertility.
areas have good agricultural land.
areas with satisfactory results.
kidney beans.

The traditional
This system was well

However, the Paruima and Waramadong

Intensive cultivation was introduced to these
Cash crops include blackeye peas, peanuts and red

Produce in excess of subsistence requirements and cash crops are sold

to the Guyana Marketing Corporation.
Each family has three garden plots: one in the village, another not far from
the village and a third at the foot of a nearby mountain.

In Arekuna villages, peanuts

and fruits are grown, while in Akawaio villages, apart from these two crops, sweet
cassava, eddoes, bora and peas are also grown.

Outside of the village, pineapple,

bitter cassava, dasheen, yams, pumpkins and water-melons are cultivated.

At the foot

of mountains where the soil is richer, all types of plants including ground provisions,
legumes, red kidney beans, sugar cane, bananas and papaw are grown.
at Paruima.

Poultry is reared in most communities.
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Potatoes are grown

Cattle have been introduced in

Jawalla.

Some of these cattle are owned collectively by the community while others

are privately owned.
Work on farms is divided between men and women. Men clear and burn farms and
do most of the planting.

Women help with planting and reaping.

ing seasons: May - June and October - November.

There are two plant-

Farm clearance is done in April and

September.

Planting is done in stages so that crops do not all become ready at the

same time.

Farms are abandoned after each crop since to attempt a second crop would

result in greatly reduced yields.

Sometimes a different type of crop is attempted

on the same plot.
Certain difficulties confront the farmers.
communication between farmers and administrators.

Often there is a breakdown in
Air transport is another problem.

Sometimes cargo planes fail to make scheduled flights so that agricultural produce
remains in storage for long periods and becomes spoilt.

Many farms, located in

mountainous areas several miles from the villages, are inaccessible by tractors so
that ploughing has to be done by using the hoe and adze.

This process is both

lengthy and laborious.
Increased food production would require either the expansion of the areas
under cultivation or intensification of cultivation.
feasible where there is fertile agricultural soil.

The latter method is especially
Intensification of cultivation

may require the use of technologies or fertilizers not currently employed.
Lumbering is done on a relatively small scale.

High quality timber is not

found in commercial quantities, but such timber as is available can be used locally.
An important lumbering area is Kako village.
only pitsaws are used.

In the timber industry in the region,

This industry can therefore be given a boost if modem equip-

ment is introduced.
Gold and diamonds are found at the bottom of rivers,

Amerindians cannot

compete with companies which have advanced technical knowledge and equipment.
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The

result is that mining efforts by Amerindians are not always profitable. Mining is
carried out in Kaikan, Chinowieng, Amokokopai and Jawalla.

Amerindians also work as

carpenters and casual labourers,and some of them have obtained employment with the
Upper Mazaruni Hydro-power Project.
In the life of the Akawaios and Arekunas there is a time for work,and a time for
recreation. Before indulging in leisure activities, Amerindians make sure that
necessary,farm work is completed.

The preparation of land for farming takes a long

time during which the Amerindians cannot do much hunting and fishing, but they indulge
in these activities after planting is ended.

Game and fish brought back from

expeditions are usually shared among friends and relatives.

If current agricultural

programmes are improved, Amerindians would have more time for hunting and fishing as
well as for social and community work.
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CHAPTER V
SECTION II
Some Aspects of the Grammar and Phonology of Akawaio and Arekuna
The Akawaio and Arekuna languages are very closely related linguistically.
They have so many linguistic properties in common that in many cases conversations
can be carried on between monolingual Akawaios and Arekunas with near-perfect
intelligibility. The linguistic differences between the languages are mainly at the
phonetic level (i.e. in the sounds used by speakers) but there are some grammatical
differences as well.

Below we present the sounds used in Akawaio and Arekuna and

also some of the grammatical characteristics of these languages.
be made in this work to present full linguistic descriptions.

No attempt will

Many details and finer

distinctions will be suppressed in the interest of brevity and simplicity.
(a) The Sounds of Akawaio and Arekuna
(i) The Vowels
Phonetic
Realization
[i]
[ɨ]

Guide to
Pronunciation

Occurrence
in Akawaio

Spelling

as in beat

ii

as in beat
ï
pronounced with the
tongue a bit lower in
the mouth and its central
area (rather than its
front) raised towards the
front of the hard palate.

Occurrence
in Arekuna

+

+

+

+

[ɪ]

as in bit

i

+

[e]

as in bait

ee

+

+

+

+

[ø]

as in bait
ö
but with the lips
slightly rounded and the
tongue slightly retracted
towards the centre of the
mouth.
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rarely

Phonetic
Realization

Guide to
Pronunciati o n

Occurrence
Akawaio

Spelling

Occurrence
A rek u na

as in bet

e

+

+

[a]

as in bat

a

+

+

[ɔ]

as in not

[o]

as in note

oo

+

[
ʊ
]

as in put

u

+

[
u
]

as in pool

uu

+

[
ɛ
]

+

+

o

+
rarely
+

The following diphthongs (i.e. two-vowel combinations uttered as single nuclei
of syllables) occur in Akawaio and Arekuna: [aɪ], [au], [ɔɪ], [uɪ], [ɨi], [ei], [øi],
[eu]. Akawaio also has two diphthongs which do not occur in Arekuna, These are
[ɛɪ] and [iɛ].

The Consonants
Phonetic
Realization

Occurrence
Arekuna

Occurrence
Akawaio

Spelling

[b]

as in bet

b

+

-

[p]

as in pet

P

+

+

[d]

as in dip

d

+

-

[t]

as in tip

t

+

+

as in go

g

+

-

[g]
[k]

as in king

k

[ʔ]

as in the brief
pause in the middle
of an English oh-oh

k

+

+

[z]

as in zip

z

+

-

[s]

a s in sip

s

+

+

as in pleasure

zh

+

-

as in ship

sh

+

-

[ʒ]
[
ʃ
]

Guide to
Pronunciation
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+

+

Phonetic
Realization

Guide to
Pronunciation

[dʒ]

as in jump

[tʃ]

as in church

[m]

as in money

[n]

as in none

ch

+

+

m

+

+

n

+
+

+
+

+

-

ng
ny

as in water-rat,
but with the
tongue flapping
against the back
of the upper front
teeth once. In a
more linguistic
presentation this
kind of sound would
be symbolized as [r]

[r]

r

as in yam

[y]

y

as in yam but
with the tongue
shaped very much like
it is inthe pronunciation
of an English [r]. This
time, however, the tip
of the tongue bends down
wards towards the lower
front teeth.

]
[
ʎ

as in wipe

[w]

Some Phonological Traits
(i)

+

as in Creole
English nyam

[ɲ]

+

j

as in going

]
ŋ
[

Occurrence
in Arekuna

Occurrence
in Akawaio

Spelling

+

+

+

+

y

+

rarely

y

+

+

of Akawaio and Arekuna

Phoneme Inventory
An examination of the sounds of these two languages shows that both Akawaio

and Arekuna have vowel and consonant sounds not found in English and that they lack
some English sounds

- neither language has the lateral [l] , for instance.

An

interesting fact of Arekuna phonology is that it does not have voiced true consonants (obstruents). There are, for instance, no [b], [d], [g], [v] and
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[dʒ]

sounds in Arekuna. Akawaio has these latter sounds but neither Akawaio nor Arekuna
has [f].

The presence in Akawaio and the absence in Arekuna of voiced obstruents is

one of the more striking differences between the languages.
(ii)

Word Stress
There is a general tendency for main stress in Akawaio and Arekuna to fall on

the second syllable in two-syllable words.

In three-syllable words main stress tends

to fall on the second syllable and in words of more than three syllables the third
syllable tends to attract primary stress.

There are, however, many exceptions to

these tendencies.
Different stress patterns on the same string of sounds can change their meaning
e.g.
(Akawaio)

(Arekuna)

̍kuŋwaɪk

-

a kind of ant

kuŋ̍wa ɪk

-

dart

inna
̍

- we

in̍
na

- yes

(Primary or main stress is shown by the diacritic [̍]
stressed syllable.

placed immediately above the

The unmarked syllable has weak stress) .

Vowel length can sometimes change the meaning of identical strings of sounds
e.g.
(Akawaio)

(Arekuna)

(The symbol [:]

mɔɪ

-

little boy

mɔ:ɪ

- pubic hair

a :tʃi

-

sister

atʃi

-

infected sore

placed immediately after a vowel indicates that it is long).

(iii) Combinations of sounds
Consonant clusters are very rare in Akawaio and Arekuna.
clusters

The consonant

[tr], [kr] and [kw] are sometimes heard but these are often reduced,
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rapid-speech versions of CVC combinations.

In any case these clusters all involve

a plosive sound followed by a sound which has vowel-like qualities i.e the liquid
[r] and

the semi-vowel [w].

There are strict rules which limit the ways in which sounds

can combine.

All

consonants, except [ŋ] can begin a syllable but only [k])often realised as the
glottal stop [ ʔ ] and the nasals [n], [m]and [ŋ] can end a non-final syllable.
Only [k]

and [q]

among

consonants can appear word-final y .

Vowels are less restricted but one does not find [ɔ] at the beginning or at
the end of Arekuna words. The
comparatively infrequently.

sound occurs in those positions in Akawaio, but

The vowel [ɨ] does not occur at the beginning of

Akawaio or Arekuna words.
(b)

GRAMMAR
Below are very brief descriptions of some Akawaio and Arekuna grammatical

systems which display characteristics which differ from those of the corresponding
systems in English.
( i ) T he Article
Unlike English, Akawaio and Arekuna do not have discrete definite and indefinite articles.

For example:

(Arekuna)

karaukapang

kareta

the-yellow
(Akawaio)

book

karakaapang

kareda

book

the-yellow
(Arekuna)

ay awokpang

m ïkr̈orӧ

a-stupid (mad)
(Akawaio)

senom ariipang

person
kapong

a-stupid

person

(ii) Number
Plurality is indicated by suffixing plural markers to nouns.
series of these markers, viz.-

Arekuna has a

-amӧk , -sang, -tong, -kong, -nang and -rang.
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In Akawaio the plural markers are amök and dong. In both Akawaio and Arekuna amök
is used to indicate the plural of animate nouns (both human and non-human). In
animate nouns are made plural in Akawaio by suffixing dong and in Arekuna by choosing
from the other plural markers mentioned above. The choice of marker in Arekuna
responds to semantic distinctions too complex to describe here.
(iii) Tense and Aspect
Akawaio and Arekuna formally distinguish three tenses: Present, Past and
Future.
The Present Tense is indicated by the unmarked verb stem in both languages.
The simple Past Tense is signalled by verbal suffixes.
and in Arekuna pö.

In Akawaio the suffix is pï

Future time is formally marked by the suffix dokodong in

Akawaio and by see and mö in Arekuna.
singular and plural and m ö in

The form see is used in the first person

all other cases.

used in Arekuna to refer to future time.

The marker toktöng

is sometimes

In this case the realization of the

prospective future action is conceived by the speaker to be somewhat uncertain. In
Akawaio the future is sometimes marked by mörö

but

dokodong is. the form more

frequently used.
In the Present Tense the Progressive (i.e continuous) aspect is marked in
Akawaio by postposing the form bökmang to the main verb.
Progressive is indicated most frequently by preposing mang
main verb.

In Arekuna the Present
and postposing.pök to the

The latter order of the markers is obligatory in the first person singular

and plural in Arekuna.

In the second and third persons,

mang could be moved to the

final position in the verb phrase.
In Table I below, the verb meaning eat is conjugated in the

simple Present,

Past and Future tenses and in the Present Progressive and Pluperfect,

The Present

tense with negative polarity is included to show the use of the negative particles
in the verb phrase in these languages.
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ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

SIMPLE
(iv)

AREKUNA

PAST

TENSE

I ate

uurö endaknapï

yuurö entaknapö

you ate

amörö endaknapï

amörö entaknapo

he,she,it ate

kïrö endaknapï

mïkrörö entaknapö

we ate

nya endaknapï

iirna entaknapö

you ate (pl)

amörönogong endaknapï

amörönokong entaknapö

they

tok endaknapï

tok entaknapö

ate

(v)

SIMPLE

FUTURE

TENSE

I will eat

uurö endakna dokodong

yuurö entakna see

you will eat

amörö endakna dokodong

amörö entakna mö

he,she, it will
eat

kïrö endakna dokodong

m ïkrörö entakna mö

we will

nya endakna dokodong

iinna entakna see

amörö nogong endakna
dokodong
tok endakna dokodong

amöröknoknong entakna
mö
tok entakna mö

eat

you will eat (pl)
they will eat
(vi)

PAST ANTERIOR

(PLUPERFECT)

TENSE

uurö endaknapï mang

yuurö entakna pö mö

you had eaten

amörö endaknapï mang

amörö entakna pö mö

he,she,it had
eaten

kïrö endaknapï mang

mikrörö entakna pö mö

nya endaknapï mang

iinna entakna pö mö

amörö nogong endaknapï
m ang
tok endaknapï mang

amöröknokong

I had

eaten

we had eaten
you had eaten (pl)
they had eaten
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entakna
pö mö
tok entakna p ö mö

The

forms eeaik, mang and (y)eejii (Akawaio) and ekyaik, mang and (y)eechi

(Arekuna) function in ways similar to the Standard English present tense copula
'to be'.

The forms eeaik and

environment.

ekyaik are restricted

to the first person singular

Unlike their English counterpart mang, eejii and (y)eechii do not

inflect for number . The past

tense form, meaning both 'was' and 'were' are

(y)eejiipï(Akawaio) and (y)eechiipö (Arekuna).
( i v ) Pronouns
Akawaio and Arekuna personal pronouns do not inflect for case.

No formal

distinctions are made in the personal pronoun series to indicate male, female and
inanimate referents.

(cf English he, she, it). In these languages all personal

pronouns are obligatory, except the first person singular (see table II below)
TABLE II
Personal Pronouns in Akawaio and Arekuna

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

I, me

uurö

yuurö

you

amörö

amörö

he, she, it, him, her

kïrö

m ïkroro

we

nya

iinna

us

uurönogong

y uurötokong

you (pl)

amörö nogong

amöröknokong

they, them

tok

tok

POSSESSIVE

PRONOUNS

mine

uurö iiwanok

uuyii wanok

yours

amörö iiwanok

ayii wanok

his, hers

k ïrö iiwanok

iitii wanok
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AKAWAIO

ENGLISH

POSSESSIVE

AREKUNA

PRONOUNS (cont'd)

ours

uuronogong iiwanok

kuuyiiwanok kong

yours

amörönogong iiwanok

ayiiwanok kong

theirs

tok iiwanok

tok y i i w a n o k

kamiiyamoro (rarely used)

POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES

my

uurö

yuurö

your

amörö

amörö

his, hers, its

kïrö, ii

mïkrörö

our

uurönogong

yuurötokong

amörönogong

amöröknokong

tok

tok

your

(pl)

their

There are apocopation rules in Akawaio and Arekuna which reduce pronominal
forms phonetically.
Full

Below we give some examples of this reduction phenomenon.
Reduced Forms

Forms

Arekuna

Akawaio

Arekuna

Akawaio

uurö

yuurö

uu-

amörö

amörö

a-

means (
h
ö
i
y
u
m
e
n
w
r
a
l'my')
a-, au-, aw-

kïro

mïkrörö

kï-, ii

y-, ii-

nya

iinna

na-

not reduced

amörönogong

amöröknokong

amö (+verb+gong)

tok

tok

not reduced

amö(+verb+
kong)
not reduced
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(v) Nouns
The nominal in a non-progressive transitive sentence which is the 'doer' of
the action is marked by the suffix y a

in Akawaio and Arekuna.

Personal pronouns

performing the function of subject in transitive sentences are also marked by the
suffix y a . In cases where the subject pronoun is optionally not expressed (1 st
person singular) the ya is attached to the verb form which has

the subject in its

underlying structure.
(vi)

Adjectives
When adjectives occur as predicates they

are marked by the suffix bee

(Akawaio) and pee (Arekuna)
e.g

(Akawaio)

paigiieejii iikiruung-bee
bag

(Arekuna)

is

warawok

mang

boy

is

black (adjective marker) = the bag is black
eknek-pee

sick (adjective marker) = the boy is sick

When the adjective acts as an attribute of the head noun it

is not marked.

e.g
(Akawaio)

kuuzang

warawok

tall
(Arekuna)

nosang

boy

=

the tall boy

=

the

warawok

tall

boy

tall boy

(vii) Postpositions and Word Order
In Akawaio

and Arekuna relational words (prepositions in English) follow

the noun they refer to.
postpositions.

For this reason this group of words is referred to as

e .g

(Akawaio) k ïrö

eereeuudapï

she
(Arekuna) m ïkrörö
she

sat

abonok poona

chair

eereeuuta pö

sat

on

= she sat on the chair

aponck poona

chair
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on

= she sat on the chair

Akawaio and Arekuna have much freer order than English, The function markers
in these languages help in showing the relationships among parts of the sentence.
An additional example of the difference between English word order and that of Akawaio
and Arekuna is that in the latter languages the verb can and very frequently does
occur as the final element in the sentence.
e.g
(Arekuna)

peero-ya

dog
(Akawaio)

akapö

earth

peero-ya

dog

(viii)

nong

dug = the dog dug the earth

nong

agapï

earth

dug

= the dog dug the earth

Negation
Negation (See Table I (ii) ) is achieved by placing a negative particle

immediately after the main verb.

In Akawaio the negative particle is bra .

Arekuna has two negators viz pra and nïkee.
Pra

are used in close pronunciation relationships(i.e close juncture)

elements which follow-them
(ee)jii

(ix)

Pra is used more frequently.

(Akawaio) (ee)chii

in the verb phrase.

Bra

and

with verbal

These elements include mang,

(Arekuna).

Questions
Yes-no questions are marked in.most instances in Akawaio by the use of nai

in the verb phrase.
Akawaio by the

Arekuna has nak , naknai and nai. Wh-questions are marked in

use in sentence initial positions of anök 'who', örö 'what'

naiyau 'where', naigaza 'how', öratai 'when' and öröbeejiibök'why'.

ing question-words

The correspond-

in Arekuna are anök, ök, atingtö , öktuukaik, ökyatai, ökpök and

öktokpee . In Arekuna

these items are frequently used in combination with kiing.

Akawaio speakers sometimes use question words plus geng in wh-questions.
All questions end with rising intonation,
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(x)

Commands
Positive commands in Akawaio and Arekuna are marked by the use of

final sound of the verb or [k] plus a vowel in the

[k] as the

last syllable of the verb.

Negative commands are marked in most instances by the use of [k] as the first sound
of the verb and a vowel as the final sound. In many cases the phonetic shapes
of the verb change significantly between positive and negative commands.
As in English the subject pronoun is not expressed . Stress and intonation
patterns are similar to English imperatives.
A detailed grammar of Akawaio and Arekuna is now under preparation by the
Amerindian

Languages Project.

To give a general idea of the nature of Akawaio and Arekuna grammatical
patterns not touched on in this brief introduction we present two traditional
stories - one Akawaio and one Arekuna - and provide both literal and free
translations.
Immediately following these stories we present several lists of words and
expressions in common use among present day Akawaios and Arekunas.
a list

There is also

of common questions and answers and a list of possible commands.
The forms and their pronunciations given in these lists (and indeed through-

out this book) were elicited from our research assistants and from informants
interviewed during field trips to the Upper Mazaruni area.
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AKAWAIO TRADITIONAL STORY: - "How the trail between
Kurupung and Kamarang was established
Ak awaio-Orthography

English (Literal translation)

Title s-"Naigaza em a Kiribing morabai

Title"- "How the trail Kuuruupuung and

kam rang borong eseeboropi."

Kamarang between was - established.

Pena yeejiipi piiyaikma

Long-ago was giant

goman gnöb ök Kïrïbïng airö.

living-Kurupung near.

Kamrang boo nörö gom an g nöbok

Kamarang on also living

eejiipiagawaio warawok tïnopï

was

Keen an g, azarö Kapong e em iiyamuuguupö

with, two people fingers

boona azarö pïdamuuguupo Kaijaröng

added-to two toes in-number (twelve)

muun gamök.

children.

Tam boro warawokamok

kawaio man wife

All boys

pee tok eejiipi nörö. Pizam oro

were they was also.

zum ingn amï Korotau piiyaikma

playing while giant

yeebïp ï, tok neediibïdïi, etan erö

came; they got-frightened, however

tok enguuruungpï epana.

they remained quiet.

Tok

These

They

abï rïndane azarö warawokamök

escaping two boys

achiipïiiya, tok p ïda bök tok

h e-held, they feet on they

eewatb ik m ö röbanggong chiingapïiia

tied then hanged-he

wenasoogoibee tok arö rawaro

upside-down they carried before.

Seerö kuub ipïiya tekm agong

This he-did their-trail

iituudokya nam aik .

know prevent-to.

Piiyaikma tok

Giant they

aröi tïmörö iiwïktak moratai tok

carried his house-into then they

wonopïiiya tok kamb ïtö rawörö .

he-killed they smoked before.

Wöi kaijarö serö kuun ing bee

Day-in-number this he-doing

iiyeejiipï .

was.

Tuuronö w öi atai oozourau

Another day at-that-time three

yenonggazakgong ebanam apï

left-that-were advised

tï gorotaunogong seebee tuugaik?

am ong-themselves like this?

piiyaikma yeezak atai ganang

giant comes at-that-time again

uurönögong azena eegii euuruuruui

us to-carry cassava flour

adokgong bee.

carry-we will.

Morataijii yaröiya

And-then carrying

nogong atai eegii suuruuruui

us at-that-time cassava flour

m akö rödok kong bee ema dak.

throw we will trail into.

Moratai abïrïnözak atai ema

Then escaping at-the-time trail

iituudok kong bee.

know we will.
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Pada eem azak atai tok

place was-morning at-that-time they

indoi azuum ingn angzena tesenggazarö.

went to-play as-usual .

Iingeekuu broro tok eesak korotau

Long not-after they were while

piiyaikma riiyeebiii, tok achii

giant came, they held-he

tok abirimi korotau.

they escaping while.

Teseng gazaro

As usual

tok ew atb o diii wenasoogooibee

they tied-up upside-down

morobang ya tok arop i.

then did they carried-he.

Tuudogong

Going

korotau warawokamök ya eegi i

while boys did cassava

suuruuruui tïngn aropigong maköröpï

flour carried-they threw

ema dak, piiyaikma ya iituubra

trail into giant did know-not

yetane .

without.

Önö braro tok dözak

Far not they went

etane piiyaikma etuuruumazak

without giant weary

ya tok nogapï w ïk pï ragong boo

did they left-he mountain foot on

m öröbang döpi chinggoogoik boona

then went swing on

inguuruun gzekn a.

to-rest.

Yee chingchingm a

He swinging-swinging

korotau tok ruui bee teseng ya

while they big-brother will as did

tok eugapi.

they untied.

Am akai tok ruui ya

Quietly they big-brother did

piiyaikma suubarai annungpi

giant cutlass took-he

morobang ya piiyaikma abong

then did giant seat

chinggoogoik agïdïpï.

swing cut-he.

Piiyaikma indam okai w ïk eebii

Giant fell-down-mountain edge

booi sorongbang yak endong bee

off valley into seen will

brarb.

not-to-be.

Moratai warawokamok

Then boys

en apopi eegii suuruuruui em apigaikm a.

went-home cassava- flour following.

Mörö chigorö ema ekn ogapï

That since trail, left-was

K irïbïng booi döngnodok Kamrang

Kurupung off to-go Kamarang

geng boona.

mouth on.

Eegii suuruuruui

Cassava flour

m akö röp ï warawokamök ya

threw-boys did

chigoro.

since

.

FREE TRANSLATION
Long ago there was a giant living near Kurupung.

At Kamarang lived an

Akawaio with his wife and twelve children, all of whom were boys.
One day while the boys were playing, the giant came.
but they remained still.

The boys were afraid,

Then, as they tried to escape, he caught two of them.

4

8

.

The giant tied their feet and held them upside down to prevent them from seeing
which way he was carrying them.

He carried them home, and roasted them for dinner.

Each day he returned to seize more boys until only three were left.
At last the three,remaining boys decided to play a trick on the giant.
They planned to take cassava f our with them so that when the giant was carrying
them away, they would sprinkle the flour on the trail in order to know which
way they were going.
The following day the boys went to play as usual.
them.

The giant came and caught

While he was carrying them home, the boys threw flour on the trail without

the giant knowing.

They had not gone far when the giant felt tired.

the boys at the foot of a mountain.
on a swing made of vines.

He placed

Then he climbed up the mountain and rested

While the giant was resting, the eldest of the. three

brothers managed to free himself.

Then he released his brothers.

He climbed to

the place where the giant was resting, took the giant's cutlass and cut the vines.
The giant fell over the edge of the mountain and was killed.
returned home by following the trail of cassava flour.
trail from Kurupung to Kamarang was established.
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Then the boys

Ever since that time the

AREKUNA TRADITIONAL STORY:
AREKUNA (ORTHOGRAPHY)

"HOW THE FROG GOT ITS SHAPE"
ENGLISH (LITERAL TRANSLATION)

Öktuukaikkiing p örötuukuu

How frog

eenapömö tapiiraipee

became flat.

Pautong eechiipö , möröyatai

Story was,that - time

angw anaya tuukkarö torongyamok

king-vulture all birds

tannotong, chiititongrö tuupuuksee-

big-ones small-ones-also any-

prarö tapiriikeenan gkong kökm apö

kind those-with-wings he-invited

m anuunsekna chiia kak poona.

to-dance far sky in.

Mörö eetan iingpee p örötuukuu

That one-listening frog

eechiipo M öröwiik tok yakrö

was. That-so them with

eetöpai yeechiipö tï see sakn ee

want-to-go he-was but only

yapïrii pra yeechiipö yariintatok

his-wing not it-was to-fly

iikee tok yakrö .

with them with.

Mörö kuunauu

That during

torong eeporikpöiya m örö yatai,

bird he-met that time,

"ayakrö eengkuukpai eekyaik

"With-you want-to-go-up I-am

tïsee uuyapï rii pra mang"

but my-wing not is"

taurekpöiya.

he-said.

Mï seerö torong

This bird

eechiipömö pörötuukuu petoipee

was frog friend

mörö yekniing "keseew angkam ai

that so "Don't-worry

ayaröyasee" taurekpöiya.

I-will-take-you" he-said.

Masarö

tetariipatokkong w eeyuu rawörö

their-drinking time before

eekoneekangpök torongyam ök

preparing birds

eechiipö.

was.

T ïwookikong eeuukuutöp ö

Their-drinks sett

-tïpök tok eechiipö mörötöpai-

ing they was then

wiik tïweeyuukong ekseepoosak

- their-time has-come

yatai tok eengkuukpö kak poona.

when they went-up sky in.

Pörötuukuu eekareepökwiik

Frog for-then

iipeetoi yeepïkpö .

his-friend came.

pörötuukuu

Timpona wiik

anuumikpöiya

Just

His-back-then

frog he-put.

tannopee pra remmö yeechiikee

big-not very he-was

torongya arökpö tïmp o o .

bird took-him his-back-on.

Tuukkarö-wiik tannasakkong

All-they-have-met

yatai tiwookïkong eenipök tok

when their-drinks drinking they

eeksaraktökpö.

began. Dan cing-also

Manuunnöp ökrowiik

tok eeksaraktökpö.

they began.
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Eeksuukn auröwiik tuupuukseepr a

Different-kind an y - k i n d

-rö torongyamök eekseeposak

-birds met

eechiipömö mikyamoo kuun au-

had those am ong-them

wiik eetariip a ngpök, manuunnöpök

drinking, dancing

pörötuukuu eechiipö m örö

frog was that

tïsee yektariipakpö mï kröröwiik

but he-got-drunk that-person

weknuumïkpö tapï i kuukwarï

slept house corner

yau iiyaröngkong m anuum i

in others dance

tanna.

while.

Tayuukaknöksee

A ll-night

eetariipangpök tok eechiipö

drinking they was

tïseew iik tetariipaik weknuunnö-

but-then drik

pök p örötuukuu eechiipö.

ing frog w a s.

Masarö eetariipangpök tok

Just drinking they

eechii tanna pata ayuukapïkpö

was while place dawn

mörö yekniingwiik tok eeknong-

that reason they stopp

kapö .

ed.

Mörö kan an gwiik

eenna-

s leep

That again-then going-

popöknöpök tok eeksaraktökpö

back they began

mörö tïsee iipetoiya

that but his-friend

pörötuukuu puutökaknöpïkpö.

frog forgot.

Mïkrörö piiyapai torong

That-person from bird

eennapokpö tapïi

went-back house corner

kuukwarï

yau iiweknuumï tanna.

in he-sleeping while.

Tuukkarö kan angwiik

All again

torongyaniök eennakpopöksak

birds had-gone-back

tïsee p örötuukuu eepakakakpö

but frog awoke

möröwiik iipakasak tïsee

that he-awoke but

töukiinarö tokya iinömïsak

along they left

eechiipö .

was.

Koree, yennapo

pokengpra.

Impossible, he-going-back

able not.

Yeektoimapö tïkpö

He-went-around

tuutötok yuuwapök tïsee

through-his-descent looking-for but

yuuktö pokeng pra yeechiipö

he-goes-down able not it was

m örö yeekn iingwiik ainuunnöpök

that reason-for jumping

yekkuupïkpö.

he-decided .

Mörö wiik

That

yainuumïkpö kak poi

he-jumped sky from

nong poona teewang poo

earth on his-belly-on

tapiiraipee.

flat.

M örö

That

from-then frog

poichiikkörö-wiik pörötuukuu
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eechii mörö tapiiraïpee

is that flat

seeröponarö

onto-this-day good

wakïpee

yekpöksak iikyatöpee

he-had-been before.

FREE TRANSLATION
Once King Vulture invited all the birds to a dance in the sky.
The frog heard that there

was a dance so he wanted togo.

he had no wings with which to fly.

Then he met a bird and said to him, "I

want to go to the dance, but I don't have wings."
worry.

However,

The bird replied "D o n 't

I will take you."
Before going to the dance, all the birds set drinks for the occasion.

When the time came, they all flew up to the sky.

The frog's friend came and

took him on his back.
At the dance there was drinking and dancing.
among the birds.

They drank and danced until the frog got drunk.

asleep in a corner of the house.
Then they returned home.
gone.

He fell

The birds continued dancing until dawn.

When the frog awoke he found that all the birds had

Now he was unable to return to earth.

the sky.

The frog enjoyed himself

Finally, he decided to jump from

He landed on earth on his belly and became flat.

all frogs have been flat.
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Since that day

CATEGORY I (a)
Animals, Birds, Fishes, Insects, Reptiles

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

agouti, n.

aguu

akuu [aku]

anim al, n.

ook [o k ]

wootoo [woto]

ant eater, n.

kokchiiriimö [kɔʔtʃirimø]

kokchiiriimö [kɔʔtʃirimø]

ape, n.

kuuada [kuada]

kwata [kwata]

armadillo, n.

ka ikang [kaɪkaŋ]

kaikang [kaɪkaŋ ]

baboon, n .

arauda [araʊda]

arauta [araʊta]

bat, n.

m arbak [marbak]

marpak [marpak]

cat, n.

m eezhing [meʒɪŋ]

m eechii [m etʃi]

cow, n.

paga [paga]

paka [paka]

kariiaugï [kariaʊgɨ ]

kariiyaukï [kariyaʊkɨ ]

.

[ a g u ]

deer

(bush), n

deer

(red), n.

kuuzarii [kuzari]

kuusarii [kusari]

deer

(savannah), n.

waiging [waɪgɪŋ]

waikiing [waɪkiŋ]

dog, n.

peeroo [pero]

ariimaraka [arimaraka]

fox, n.

maigang [maɪgaŋ]

maikang [maɪkaŋ]

gorilla, n.

waitiirii [waɪtiri]

waitiirii [waɪtiri]

wairariimö [waɪrarim ø ]

wairariimö [waɪrarim ø ]
pakiira [pakira]

hippopotamus ,

n .

hog (wild) ,

n .

pagiira [pagir

a

]

horse, n

.

kawaree [kaware]

kawaree [kaware]

tiim ening [timɛn ɪŋ]

timenneng [timɛnn ɛŋ]

kibihee, n .

kuuazhii [kuaʒi]

kuuwach ii [kuwatʃi]

labba, n.

uurana [urana]

uurana [urana]

lamb, n.

kariimeeruu [karimeru]

kariimeeruu [karimeru]

manatee, n .

uuruuktuuruu [uruʔturu ]

uuruuktuuruu [uruʔturu]

i

jaguar, n

.
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AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

monkey, n.

iiwarga [iwarga]

iiwarka [iwarka]

oppossum, n..

awaree [aware]

awaree [aware]

otter (black), n.

mabaruuwa [m abaruwa]

aparuuwa [aparuwa]

otter (grey), n.

saroo [saro]

saroo [saro]

pig, n.

peiruuguu [pɛɪrugu]

pöyiingköimö [pøyiŋkøɪmø]

porcupine, n.

au u

aruu [aru]

puma, n.

w aijiiniimö [waɪdʒinimø]

waikiiniimö [waɪkinimø]

rabbit, n.

konekoo [kɔnɛʔo]

konekwoo [kɔnɛʔwo ]

rat, n.

muumbö [mumbø]

muungpö [muŋpø]

sheep,n.

kariineeruu [karineru]

kariineeruu [karineru]

sloth, n.

kwarang [kwaraŋ ]

kwarang [kwaraŋ ]

squirrel, n.

karii [kari]

karii [kari]

tapir, n.

maibuurii [maɪburi]

tiger, n.

kaiguuzhii [kaɪguʒi]

ENGLISH

[aru]

maikuurii [maɪkuri]
kaikuusee [kaɪkuse]

CATEGORY I (b) BIRDS
bird,

n.

torong [tɔrɔŋ]

torong [tɔrɔŋ]

oozooreegö [ozoregø ]

kosokriikö [kɔsɔʔrikø ]

kiiyaimö [kiya ɪmø]

kyaimö [kyaɪmø]

chicken, n.

körödögö [kørødøkø]

körötökö [kørøtøkø]

chicken hawk, n.

piiyang [piya ŋ ]

piiyang [piy aŋ ]

cock-of the-rock, n.

keewanaruu [kewanaru]

kawanaruu [kawanaru]

crane, n.

onoree [ɔnɔre]

onoree [ɔn ɔre]

crow, n.

kuuruung [kuruŋ]

kuuruung [kuruŋ ]

dove, n.

weeruujii [werudʒi]

weruuchii [wɛrutʃi]

duck, n.

maikuuak [maɪkuak]

maikwak [maɪʔwak]

blackbird, n.
bluebird,

n .
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peereeiigö [pereigø]

pereikö [pɛrɛɪkø]

duck (blue winged). n.

wawiing [wawiŋ]

chiipiipiiu [tʃipipiʊ ]

eagle, n.

anuuchiimö [anutʃimø]

anuuchiimö [anutʃimø]

eagle (harpy), n.

kwanoree [kwanɔre]

kwanorii [kwanɔri]

hawk (large billed), n.

ariiya [ariya]

ariiyak [ariyak]

hawk (great horned), n.

kuuk kuuk [kuk kuk]

kuuk kuuk [kuk kuk]

humming bird, n.

tuuguuik [tuguɪk]

tuukuuik [tukuɪk]

king fisher, n.

sagaika [sagaɪka]

sakaikka [sakaɪʔka]

kiskadee, n.

kuueebiidiik [kuebidik]

piikroroik [piʔrɔrɔɪk]

maam, n.

maruuk [maruk]

maruuk [maruk]

macaw, n.

waiara [waɪara]

wayara [waʎara]

marudi, n .

ookra [okra]

wookra [woʔra]

owl, n.

töpoik [tøpɔɪk]

töpoik [tøpɔɪk]

parakeet, paroquet, nn

kiirii gii rii [kirigiri]

kiirii kiirii [kiri kiri]

parrot, n

kawak [kawak]

kawak [kawak]

parrot (blue-necked), n.

kuuriikwai [kuriʔwaɪ]

kuuriikwai [kuriʔwaɪ]

parrot (seven coloured)

pariikiiya [parikiya]

parkiiya [parkiya]

peacock, n.

piiga [piga]

pigeon, n.

wagokwa [wagɔʔwa]

wakuukwa [wakuʔwa]

powis, n.

pawiik [pawik]

pawïiik [pawɨik]

quail, n.

kuuruuik [kuruɪk]

kuuruuik [kuruɪk]

sparrow, n.

weeruui [weruɪ]

weerui [weruɪ]

swallow, n.

waizhoro [waɪʒɔrɔ]

waichoroo[waɪtʃɔrɔ]

toucan (yellow billed),n.

kiiyabok [kiyabɔk]

kyapok [kyapɔk]

toucan (channel billed)n.

kïrïma [kɨrɨm]

kïrïma [kɨrɨma]

turkey, n.

ookraimö [okraɪmø]

wookraimö [woʔraɪmø]

ENGLISH

duck

(black),n.

.
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angwana [aŋwana]

angwana [aŋwana]

wild fowl, n.

ooroi ooroi [orɔi orɔɪ]

wooroi wooroi [worɔɪ worɔɪ]

wood-pecker, n.

sabeereedek [saberedɛk]

sapeeretek [saperɛtɛk]

ENGLISH

vulture,

n.

wren, n.

amachiikoorooroo
[amatʃikororo]

kamarachiikkororoo
[kamaratʃiʔkɔrɔrɔ]

CATEGORY I (c) FISHES
cat fish (large), n.

wara [wara]

wara [wara]

cat fish (small), n.

reekö [rekø ]

eerekkö [erɛʔkø]

crab, n.

makwai [makwaɪ]

makwai [maʔw a ɪ]

fish, n.

moorok [morɔk]

moorok [morɔk]

fish (small), n.

maraik [maraɪk]

maraik [maraɪk]

haimara, n.

eemara [emara]

aimara [aɪmara]

hourie, n.

uurii [uri]

uurii [uri]

luga-luga, n.

karoik [karɔɪk]

karoik [karɔɪk]

patwa (small), n.

korwak [kɔrwak]

korwak [kɔrwak]

patwa (smaller species)

panapiiyok [panapiyɔk]

panapiiyok [panapiyɔk]

sardine-fish, n.

eeuu [eu]

eeuu [eu]

shrimp, n.

oojii [odʒi]

wochii [wɔtʃi]

silver-fish (large), n.

kuuruubazakkuua
[kurubaz akkua]

kuurpasaukka [kurpasaʊʔka]

silver-fish (small), n.

kuurak [kurak]

kuu rak [kurak]

yarau, n.

warak [warak]

warak [warak]

f

CATEGORY I (d) INSECTS
ant (black), n.

kuuyuuk [kuyuk]

kiiyuuk [kiy uk]

ant (brown), n.

oime [ɔɪm ɛ]

wöime [wøɪmɛ]

ant (grey), n.

oobara [obara]

woopara [wopara]
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ant (kushy), n.

kiiawok [kiawɔk]

kiiyawök [kiyawøk]

ant (large black), n.

iirak [irak]

iirak [irak]

ant (leader), n.

kororok [kɔrɔrɔk]

kokrorok [kɔʔrɔrɔk]

ant (red), n.

aneerba [anerba]

anerpa [an ɛrpa]

ant (small red), n.

kragaik [kragaɪk]

kuurakaik [kurakaɪk]

bee, n.

teeuuzang [teuzaŋ ]

tousang [tøusaŋ ]

bettle, n ,

anaraw a [anarawa]

anarawa [anarawa]

bug, n .

karang garang [karaŋgaraŋ]

karang karang [karaŋ karaŋ]

butterfly, n.

w agau [wagaʊ]

wakau [wakaʊ]

centipede, n .

ögö ibasee [øgøɪbase]

ököipaksee [økøɪpaʔse]

chigoe, n.

ch iigö [tʃigø ]

chiikö [tʃikø]

cockroach, n ,

kooroorii [korori]

kororii [kɔrɔri]

cricket, n.

kiiriicha [kiritʃa]

kiiriikcha [kiriʔtʃa]

cowfly, n.

tuurök [turøk]

tuurök [turøk]

earthworm, n.

m oozoogooroi [m ozogorɔɪ]

mosokoroi [mɔsɔkɔrɔɪ]

flea, n.

chiipong [tʃipøŋ]

ch iikpong [tʃi'pøŋ]

fly (small), n.

kanggök [kaŋgøk]

kangkök [kaŋkøk]

fly (house), n.

weruuwee [wɛruwe]

werwee [wɛrwe]

ENGLISH

i

fly (palm), n.

piiriimok [pirimɔk]

piiriimok [pirimɔk]

grasshopper (large), n.

karabiija [karabidʒa]

karapiicha [karapitʃa]

grasshopper, n.

p iidada [p idada]

pitata [pitata]

locust, n.

k airau [kaɪrau]

kairau [kaɪraʊ ]

mazak [mazak]

masak [masak]

moth, n.

seebee [sebe]

sapee [sape]

snail, n .

kuu iiwa [kuiwa]

kuuiiwa [kuiwa]

tick, n.

kobarii [kɔbari]

ko parii [kɔpari]

tree-worm, n .

örgö

aruukö [arukø]

wasp, n.

tabiiyuuga [tabiyuga]

mosquito,

n .

[ørgø]
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tapiiyuuka [tapiyuka]

CATEGORY I (e) REPTILES
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alligator, n.

agaree [agare]

akaree [akare]

bush master, n.

pararaibö [pararaɪbø ]

pararaipuu [pararaɪpu ]

camoudi, n.

ögö imö [øgøɪmø]

wïii [wii]

kuuraduu [kuradu]

kuuratuu [kuratu]

eel, n .

kariim uura [karimura]

kariimuura [karimura]

frog, n .

poroduuguu [pɔrɔdugu ]

pörötuukuu [pørøtuku]

kw aipiidak [kwwaɪpidak]

kwaikpiitak [kwaɪʔpitak]

iguana, n.

w aiyam aga [waɪyam aga]

wayamaka [waʎam aka]

labaria, n .

saroorooimo [saroroɪmø]

saroorooimö [saroroimø]

lizard,

w aim esa [waɪmɛsa]

waim eksa [waɪmɛʔsa]

rattlesnake, n.

sagazak [sagazak]

sakasak [sakasak]

snake, n.

ögöi [øgøɪ]

ököi [økøɪ]

tadpole, n.

warokma [warɔʔma]

warokma [warɔʔma]

toad, n.

chiinau [tʃinaʊ ]

chiinau [tʃinaʊ ]

w aiyamorii [waɪyamɔri]

wayamorii [waʎamɔri]

peeiiduura [peidura]

peei [peɪ]

ENGLISH

crocodile,

n.

frog (water),

n.

n.

turtle (land),

n.

turtle (water), n.

CATEGORY II
CUSTOMS, RELIGION AND RITUALS
baptize, v.t.& i

eeuurangga [euraŋga]

bell, n.

eeuurangka [euraŋka]
kampana [kampana]

b ible, n.

deegareeabong [degare b ɔŋ]

bury, v ,t .& i

yuuknatö [yuʔnatø]

iiteek areeyapong
[iterk a r a ʎ
p ɔŋ]
a
yuuknatö [yuʔnatø]

charm, n.

muurang [muraŋ]

muurang [muraŋ]

choir, n.

tïzeerengguzang
[tɨzerɛŋgazaŋ]
joochii [dʒotʃi]

chochii [tʃɔtʃi]

church, n .
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church-member, n.

joochiiawong
[dʒotʃiawɔŋ]

coffin, n,

miiatazakeng [miatazakɛŋ]

congregation, n.

ambiijing kapong amok
[ambidʒɪŋ kapɔŋ amøk]
azawazhiiruu bö
[azdwaʒiru bø]
eknonggang [ɛʔnɔŋgaŋ]

courtship, n.
divorce, n .

eeseemeenontong
[esemenɔntøŋ]

elder (tribal), n.

joochii ebuuruu
[dʒ0tʃi eburu]
iindoomai [indomaɪ]

chochii yeepuuruu
[tʃɔtʃi yepuru]
yeepuuruu [yepuru]

engagement, n ,

paiyuungbee [paɪyuŋbe]

eepayuungmang [epayuŋmaŋ]

evil spirit, n.

akuuaruusang [akuarusaŋ]

yaukkariksang [ʎaʊʔkarɨʔsaŋ]

evil spirit (that
imitates groans of
dying person), n .

oikmanee [ɔɪʔmane]

woikneerikpö [wɔɪʔnerɨʔpø]

forest spirit, n.

maigok [maɪgɔk]

mayikok [mayɪkɔk]

funeral, n .

eegeekuuknatöbök
[egekuʔnatøbøk]

elder (church),

n.

God, n .

paba [pab a]

husband (whose wife
is pregnant), n .

papa [papa]
mïreeyuung [mɨrey u ŋ]

hymn, n .

eereng [erɛŋ]

eereng [erɛŋ]

hymn book, n.

eerenggareedai
[erɛŋgaredaɪ]
warwa [warwa]

eereng yapong
[erɛŋ ʎapɔŋ]
warwawök [warwawøk]

Kanaima (evil person
who kills Amerindians),n.

iidoodoo [idodo]

kanaimö [kanaɪmø]

madness (affecting
evil persons who cause
deaths of others), n.

soobai [sobaɪ]

wochiita [wɔtʃita]

man (who has undergone
hunting ritual), n.

eebiikoom azak [ebikomazak ]

piikokpang [piʔkɔʔpaŋ]

man (who is skilled in
hunting and fishing), n .

wooknek [wo-nɛk]

iiwokneek [iwɔʔnek]

man (who is not skilled
in hunting and fishing), n.

wooknekbeng [woʔn ɛkbɛŋ]

iiwokming [iwɔʔmiŋ]

incense, n.
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eemariikmang
[emariʔmaŋ]
g ïiibï n ïb ï n g
[gɨibɨnɨbiŋ]
jang b ïng [dʒaŋ bɨŋ]

eemariikmang
[emariʔmaŋ]
iiteepotorïpïng
[itepɔtɔrɨpɨŋ]
iichangpïng[itʃaŋptŋ]

eepreemang [eprem aŋ]

eepïreemang [epiremaŋ ]

deegaree eegamaning
[degare egamaniŋ]
azarïpö [azarɨpø ]

iiteekare eekam aniing
[itekare ekamaniŋ ]
asarökpö [asarøʔpø ]

ritual (making punctures
on young man's chest or
arms in preparation for
hunting and fishing), n.

zeebiikoomang
[zebikomaŋ]

eepapöknö [epapøʔnø]

ritual (process of becoming
a hunter of animals), n.

zeebiikoomang
[zebikomaŋ]

satan , sin, nn.

magoi [magɔɪ]

makoi [makɔɪ]

sermon, n.

deegaree [degare]

iiteekaree [itekare]

sing, v.t&i.

zeereenggang
[zereŋgaŋ ]
zeemang [zemaŋ]

eeseereengkang
[esereŋkaŋ]

person (without father),
n
.
person (withou

mother),n.

pray, v .i.
preacher,

n.

relative(of a dead person)n.

state (restriction from
food and mixing with
people - applicable to
relatives of a dead
person, to parents of a
new-born child, and to
adolescents who have
reached puberty), n.
soul, n .

eeseepiikkoomang
[esepiʔkomaŋ ]

yauukarï [ʎaukarɨ ]

tradition, n.

eezeeruu [ezeru]

yeeseeruu [yeseru]

water-spirit, n .

radoo [rado]

ratoo [rato]

water-spirit (female)n.

teuenggarong
[tuɛŋg rɔŋ]

tuuweengkarong
[tuweŋkarɔŋ]

piiyaichang

piiyasang

witch-doctor, n.

[piy aɪtjaŋ]
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CATEGORY III
EXPRESSION

OF TIME AND PLACE

ENGLISH
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above, adv. prep.
a,&n.

deeboi [debɔɪ]

iiteepoi [itepɔɪ]

afternoon (evening) n.

kokmangbee [kɔʔmaŋbe]

kokwamïpee [kɔʔwamɨpe ]

afterwards, adv.

mörabai [mørabaɪ]

mörötöpoo [mørøtøpo]

always, adv.

töwörörö [tøwørørø]

tuuwörörö [tuwørørø]

before, adv. prep. conj.

iiwabiiya [iwabiya]

yawörö [ʎawørø]

behind, adv & p r e p .

deekm apïbee [deʔmapibe]

iipökörö [ipøkørø]

below, adv & prep.

d iioknoo [diɔʔno]

yoknoo [ʎɔʔno]

daily, a & adv.

wö ikaijarö [wøɪkaɪdʒarø]

weeikaicharö [w eɪkaɪtʃarø]

dawn at,

adv.

y eemabi [yemabɨ]

yayuukapï [ʎay ukapɨ]

during,

prep.

m öratai [mørataɪ]

mörökuunau [mørøkunaʊ]

early, a . &adv.

pena [pɛna]

penarö [pɛnarø]

elsewhere, adv.

möbororö [møbororø]

möröpooroorö [mørøpororø ]

end, n .

yuukm adï [yuʔmadi ]

yatareekasak [ʎatarekasak]

everywhere, adv.

se eborörö [sebororø]

ch iingpororö [tʃiŋpɔɪɔrø]

far, adv.

önö [ønø]

m iingcha [m iŋtʃa]

finally, adv.

yuukm adïbee [yuʔmadɨb e ]

mörötöpaiwiik [mørøtøpaɪwik]

first (at), adv.

yeebiiatï [yebi tɨ]

iikyatöpe [iʔyatøpe]

front (in...of), prep.

rawörö [rawørø]

iirawörö [irawørø]

here, adv, n .

seerau [seraʊ]

seetö [setø]

immediately, adv.

möröbeerö [mørøberø ]

möröperö

inside, n , a, adv &prep.

yau [yaʊ ]

yau [ʎaʊ ]

last, a, n. &adv.

yuukmadï

[yuʔmadi]
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konnokpok [kønnøʔpøk]
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em ennuupï [ɛmennupɨ]

könnökpök [kønnø pøk]

iinggeerö [iŋgerø ]

iingkeetekka [iŋketɛʔka]

midnight, a, n, adv.

yareega [yarega]

yakreetak [ʎaʔretak]

month, n.

kabö i [kabøɪ]

kapïi [kapɨɪ]

morning, n.

awanagïk [awanagɨk]

awanakïik [awanakɨɪk]

hear, adv. prep.

akoobee [akobe]

akkoopee [aʔkope]

next (month, week), a.

tuuroonö [turonø]

iipeetoi

noon, n.

wö idazh iipe [wøɪdaʒipɛ]

weeitachiikpee [weɪtatʃiʔpe]

now, adv,

seeröbee [serøbe]

seeröwaro [serøwarø ]

nowhere, adv.

naiyaubrarö [naɪyaʊbrarø]

often, adv.

töwörörö [tøwørørø]

tiwörö [tɨwørø ]

once,

tiigingdeekuua
[tigɪŋdekua]
tiiging deekuua rö
[tigɪŋ dekua r0]
prooroiboo [prorɔ ɪ b o ]

töukiitekka [tøʊkitɛʔka]
töukiitekkarö
[tøʊkitɛʔkarø ]
• piroopoo [pɨropo]

w iinö [w inø]

minökörö [mɨnøkørø ]

tuuroonatai [turonataɪ]

iiya röngyatai [iyarøŋʎataɪ]

somewhere, adv.

naiyaurö [naɪyaʊrø ]

möpooroorö [møpororø]

soon, adv.

seeröbeerö [serøberø ]

seeröwarörö [s erøwarørø]

then, adv, &conj.

möratai

mörötöpai [mørøtøpaɪ]

there,

mïrau [mɨraʊ ]

mörötö [mørøtø]

time, n.

weeeyuu [weyu]

iiweeyuu [iweyu]

time (at that), adv.

atai [ataɪ]

möröyatai [mørøʎataɪ]

today, adv.

seeröwö ibee [serøwøɪbe]

seeröwarö

tomorrow, adv.

awanabairö [awanabaɪrø]

peenanne [penannɛ ]

tonight, adv.

seerö ewarbönau
[se rø ɛwarbønaʊ]
nyagatau [ɲ agataʊ ]

warpönau [warpønaʊ ]

late, adv.
many

times, adv.

adv &conj.

once (at), adv.
outside, n , adj,
adv &prep.
side, n.
sometimes,

top, n.

adv.

adv.

[mørataɪ]
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iinakapuu [inakapu]
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twilight, n.

yewarmamï [yewarmamɨ]

yeechiikïma [yetʃik ma]

week, n.

wöidong [wøɪdɔŋ]

when, adv. interrog &
rel pron.

ökratai [øʔrataɪ]

okyatai [økʎ ataɪ]

where, adv. interrog g
rel. pron.

nai airö [naɪ aɪrø ]

atïngtö [atiŋtø ]

wherever , adv.

naiyakrö [naɪyaʔrø]

atïngpororö [atɨŋpɔrɔrø ]

while, conj.

korotau [kɔrɔtau]

mörötanna [mørøtanna]

year, n.

wöibiiya [wøɪbiya]

weeipiiya [weɪpiya]

yesterday, n &adv.

kokmamiiyau [kɔʔmam iyaʊ]

kokwamïyau [kɔʔwamɨʎaʊ]

yonder, a &adv.

m ïnaknek yau [mɨnaʔnekyaʊ ]

chiintö [tʃintø ]

ENGLISH

CATEGORY IV (a)
FARMING TERMS
adze, n.

samba [samba]

sampa [sampa]

axe , n.

waka [waka]

wakka [waʔka]

banana (cayenne)n.

sekerende [sek er ende ]

chiikerente [tʃikerente]

banana

m ariiba [mariba]

mariipaimö [maripaɪmø]
aimmuuknang biinz
[aɪmuʔnaŋ binz]
chuuwiiyuu biïnz
[tʃuwiyu binz]

burn, v.t

aim uunang brakai
[aɪmunaŋ brakaɪ]
juuweeyuubrakai
[dʒuweyubrakaɪ]
iikuuruungbrgkai
[ikuruŋbrakai]
biiuuruu [biuru]

yuuka [yuka]

cashew, n.

eeroi [erɔɪ]

eeroik [erɔɪk]

clear, v.t

agoroga, [ag ɔrɔga]

iikuuim a [ikuɪma]

cassava, n.

eegii [eg i ]

cassava (sweet), n.

kaknarii [kaʔnar i]

(fig),n.

beans (white), n .
beans (red), n.
black-eye, n .

kïsee [k ise]
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cut down, v.t

agïdï buk [agidi buk]

akötï [akøti ]

cutlass,

suubara [subara]

kasuupara [kasupara]

corn, n.

aknaik [ aʔnaɪk]

aknaik [aʔnaɪk]

dasheen, n.

tazhing [taʒɪŋ]

eddo, tania , n.

nak [nak]

wayakuu [waʎaku]

farm, n.

maina [maɪna]

uumö [umø]

farmer, n.

maina böning [maɪna bøn ɪŋ]

uumö pöking [umø pøkɨ ŋ ]

file, n.

kïrï gïrï [kɨrɨ gɨrɨ]

kïrï kïrï [kɨrɨ kɨrɨ ]

ginger, n .

kwarɔnai [kwarɔʔnaɪ]

parkanök [parkanøk]

guava, n .

arakra [araʔra]

lemon, n .

reemuuna [remuna]

reemona [remɔna]

mango, n.

mangguuruung [maŋguruŋ ]

mangkuuruung [maŋkuruŋ]

monkey apple, n .

suuguu-suuguu [sugu sugu]

suukuu-suukuu [suku suku]

onion, n.

aiyuunuu [aɪyunu]

papaw, n.

kabaya [kabaya]

makpaya [maʔpaʎa]

peanut, n.

mopa [mɔpa]

mokpa [mɔʔpa]

pear, n .

abak [abak]

apak [apak]

pepper, n.

pïmï ii [pɨmɨi]

pömïi [pømɨi]

pineapple, n.

kaiwarak [kaɪwarak]

kaiwarak [kaɪwarak]

plant, v.t, i

b ïmï [bɨm ɨ]

iipömï [ipømɨ]

plantain, n .

paruuruu [paruru]

paruuruu [paruru]

plough, v .t , i

anuuum ï [anumɨ]

iipuutuuma [iputuma]

potato, n.

sak [sak]

chak [tʃak]

pumpkin, n.

kawiiyama [kawiyama]

auyama [aʊyama]

rake, n.

agoroga dokgee [agorogadɔk

rake v,t , i.

ge]
agorogabuk [agɔrɔgabʊk ]

reap, v.t, i

miickabuk [m iɔkabʊk ]

ENGLISH

n.
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iimokka [imɔʔka]
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shovel, s p a d e

soobïrï [ sobɨrɨ ]

soprï [sɔprɨ]

sugar-cane, n.

chigaruu [tʃigaru]

chiikaruu [tʃikaru]

water-melon, n .

patiiyd [patiya]

patiiya [patiya]

weed, n .

wanabuu [wanabu ]

kireng [kɨrɛŋ]

weed. v.t&i.

niiabuk [niabʊk]

iina [ina]

yam, n .

naböi [nabøɪ]

napïii [napɨi]

CATEGORY IV (b)
FISHING TERMS

m osogoroi [mɔsɔgɔrɔɪ]

mosokoroi [mɔsɔkɔrɔɪ]

bait (made out of flesh
of small birds or
animal s ), n .

muuzung [muzuŋ]

muusuung [musuŋ]

basket,

waigarapö [waɪgarapø ]

waikarapö [waɪkarapø ]

blocked creek, n.

m ak [mak]

m ak [mak]

block creek, v.t.

m akakoro [makakɔrɔ]

mak apuuruu [mak apuru]

boat ,

kanau [kanaʊ]

kanau [kanaʊ]

kanauu biipö [kanau bipø ]

kanau piipö [kanaʊ pipø ]

bait

(worm b a it), n.

n.

n .

canoe, n .
catch ( fish with
hook), v.t.

m i i a zak [miaz ak]

moorok eema [morɔk em a]

catch (fish with
fish net), v.t

ach ii buk [atʃibʊk]

moorok apiichii [morɔk apitʃi]

fishing-rod, n .

konoik eebuu [k ɔnɔɪkebu]

konoik yeepuu [kɔn ɔɪkyepu]

hook , n .

konoik [kɔnɔɪk]

konoik [kɔnɔɪk]

lead used on line, n .

piirodo [pirɔdɔ]

p iirooto [piroto]

line, n.

konoik eewa [konoɪkewa]

konoik y eewa [konoɪk y ewa]

net,

puungwee [puŋw e]

puungwee [puŋwe]

nairö [naɪrø]

nairee [naɪre]

n .

paddle, n.
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poison (fish), v.t

diiïmï [diɨmɨ]

moorok tuumï[morɔktumɨ]

shoot (fish), v.t

biioga [biɔga]

moorok poka [morɔk pɔka]

trap (fish), n.

mooroik [morɔɪk]

mooroik [morɔɪk]

trap (fish using large,
hooks and using flesh), n.

seereereema [sererema]

seereereema [sererema]

trap (fish using flesh as
bait),v.t

jakmazak [dʒaʔmazak]

moorok sakma [morɔk
sakma]

CATEGORY IV (c)
HUNTING TERMS
arrow, n .

pörau [pøraʊ]

pïröu [pɨrøʊ]

arrow-head (diamond
shaped, made from
wax or the antlers
of deer), n .

tambiiroi [tambirɔɪ]

tampiiroi [tampirɔɪ]

arrow-head (pointed,
made from wire), n.

panachiiga [panatʃiga]

panakchiika [panaʔ
tʃika]

blow pipe, n .

kuuraik [kuraɪk ]

kuuraik [kuraɪk]

bow, n .

raba [raba]

uurapa [urapa]

cartridge, n,
dart, n .

aragabuusa arï
[aragabusa arɨ ]
kungw aik [kuŋwaɪk]

arakapuuksa yarï
[arakapuʔsa ʎarɨ ]
kuungwa [kuŋwa]

dart (poisoned), n .

uurariik [urarik]

kuum arawa [kumarawa]

hunt, v .t & i

ondïmang [ɔndɨmaŋ]

hunter, n.

ondïmangek [ɔndɨmaŋɛk]

wontïmang peknö
[wɔntɨmaŋpeʔnø]
wontïmang [w ɔntɨmaŋ ]

hunter (who chases
game), n .

d ïrïnga ning [dɨrɨŋganɪŋ]

tïrïkang [tɨr ɨkaŋ ]

hunter (who waits
for game being chased) , n .

saba [saba]

sapa [sapa]

shoot (with bow and
arrow) v.t & i.

biiooga [bioga]

iipoka [ipɔka]
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shoot (with gun) v . t &i .

iiwönö [iwønø]

iiwö [

shot gun

aragabuusa [aragabusa]

arakapuuksa [arakapu ʔsa]

spear, n.

suubararii [subarari]

suupararii [suparari]

maree [mare]

m aree [mare]

trap, (bird), n .

tïramba [tiramba]

tïrompa [tirampa]

tra p , v.t&i .

iitïramba [itɨramba]

iitïrampaktö [iitïramppaʔtø]
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trap (animal),

n.

i

w

ø
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CATEGORY V
FOOD AND

DRINK

alcohol, n.

tariibaning [taribanɪŋ]

tariipatöng [taripatøg]

bake, n.

ögöinözak [øgøɪnøsak]

eekeeinpsak [ekeɪnɔsak]

beef, n

paga buung [paga buŋ ]

paka puung [paka puŋ]

bird, (roasted), n .

torong buuzak [tɔrɔŋ buzak]

butter, cooking oil, nn.

giiyazhiik [giyaʒik]

kiiyasek [kiyasek]

calaloo, n .

arosa

auroksa [aʊrɔʔsa]

casareep (boiled until
dark brown), n .

kuum azhii [kumaʒi]

kuumachii [kumatʃi]

casareep (half-boiled), n .

kada [kada]

kata [kata]

cassava bread (dried), n.

eegii [egi]

eekeei [ekeɪ]

cassava. bread (fresh), n .

aguuzee [aguze]

akuusee [akuse]

cassiri (alcoholic drink
made from bitter cassava
and s weet potatoes), n .

kazhiirii [kaʒiri]

kachiirii [katʃiri]

chicken, (fried ) , n.
drink, n .
drink. y.t&i.
drink (alcoholic drink
made from cassava), n.

[arɔsa]

k ö rödögö ainözak
[ k ø r ø døgø aɪnøzak]
tenzhiizeng [tɛnʒizɛŋ]
uuguu [ugu]
enzhii [ɛnʒi]
parakarii [parakari]
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torong puusak [tɔrɔŋ pusak]

körötökö ainosak [kørøtøkø
aɪnɔsak]
tengseng [tɛgsɛŋ]
wookï [wokɨ ]
eenï [enɨ]
parakkarii [paraʔkari]
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drink (alcoholic drink
made from toasted
cassava bread), n.

pawaruu [pawaru]

sakuura [sakura]

drink (banana), n .

meguuruu iiknosak
[mɛguru iʔnɔsak]
paruuruu iitosak
[paruru itɔsak]
endakna [ɛndaʔna]

eerpa kuukm asak
[erpa kuʔmasak]
paruuruu pitoksak
[paruru pitɔʔsak]
entakna [ɛntaʔna]

(fruits)

iinabï [inabɨ ]

eenapï [enapɨ ]

(tuma)

endaikwa [ɛndaɪkwa]

entaikka [ɛntaɪʔka]

guuiibözak iimoi
[guibøzak imɔɪ]
ainözak iimoi
[aɪnøzak imɔɪ]
pariing [pariŋ ]

iikuuiikasak iikmoi
[ikuikasak iʔmɔɪ]
ainosak iikmoi
[aɪn ɔsak iʔm ɔɪ]
pariingya [pariŋya]

fish (ground and
dried), n.

kanakna [kanaʔna]

kanakna [kanaʔna]

fish (roasted), n.

flour, n .

moorok buuzak
[morɔk buzak]
moorok kambïtïzak
[morɔk kambɨtɨzak]
proowa [prowa]

moorok puusak
[morɔk pusak]
moorok kampï
[morɔk kampɨ]
kïseerekna [kɨserɛʔna]

food, n.

kiiarii [kiari]

kiiyarii [kiyari]

honey, n .

teuuzang euuguu
[tɛuzaŋ ɛugu]
euuguu [ɛugu]

töusang yeeuukuu
[tøusaŋ yeuku]
yeeuukuu [yeuku]

nut (parched), n .

chiigarUu euuguu
[tʃigaru ɛugu]
kaiwarak euuguu
[kaɪwarak ɛugu]
guuiibözak ook puung
[guibøzak ok puŋ]
kambïtïzak ook puung
[kambvtɨzak ok puŋ]
mopa ainözak [mɔpa aɪnøzak]

pepper (ground ), n.

tuunereng [tunɛrɛŋ]

pepper-sauce, n .

pïm ïii zooka zak
[pɨmɨi zoka zak]
paruuruu buuzak
[paruru buzak]

chiikaruu yeeuukuu
[tʃikaru yeuku]
kaiwarak yeeuukuu
[kaɪwarak yeuku]
wootoo kuiiiikasak
[wootoo kuikasak]
wootoo kampï
[woto kampɨ]
mookpa puusak
[moʔpa pusak]
chiikiiriikm a
[tʃikiriʔma]
pomïii sokka sak
[pømɨi sɔʔka sak]
paruuruu puusak
[paruru pusak]

drink (plantain) , n .
eat, v .t & i. (cooked food)

egg (boiled), n.
egg (fried), n.
farine, n.

fish (smoked), n.

juice, n.
juice (cane), n.
juice (pineapple), n.
meat (cooked), n.
meat (smoked), n.

plantain (roasted), n.
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peiruuguu buung
guuibozak
[pɛi rugu buŋ guibøzak]
iikwarmizak -[ikwarmɨzak]

kochiinoo kuuiikasak

porridge (green
plantain), n .

akkra paruuruu iikwarmïzak

paruuruu yuukwarm asak

rice, h.

eerchii [ertʃi]

arïkchii [arɨʔtʃi]

salt, n.

waiyoo [waɪyo]

waiy o o [waɪy ɔ]

saltbeef, n .

waiyookmazak paga buung
[waiyokmazak paga b u ŋ ]

iiwaiyokmasak paka puung
[iwaiyɔʔmasak paka puŋ]

waiyookmazak moorok
[waiyokmazak m ɔrɔk]
suupuu [supu]

iiwaiyokmasak moorok
[iwaɪy ɔʔmasak m ɔrɔk]

starch, n .

chiibiiba [tʃibiba]

ch iipiipa [tʃipipa]

tuma (pepperpot), n .

tuuma [tuma]

tuuma [tuma]

tuma (with calaloo), n.

auroosa [aʊrosa]

auroksa [aʊrɔʔsa]

tuma (with cassava
flour and water), n .

k ada
iikwarmïzak [ikwarmizak]

tuma (with cassava
leaves), n.

amiizhoo [amiʒo]

venison (bush deer),n.

kariiyaugï buung
[ kariyaugɨ buŋ]
kuuzarii buung
[kuzari buŋ]
waiging buung [waɪg ɪŋ
buŋ ]
tuuna [ tuna]

ENGLISH

pork (cooked), n.

porridge, n .

saltfish, n.
soup, n.

venison (red deer), n.
venison (savannah deer), n.
water, n .

[aʔkraparuru ikwarmɨzak]

[kɔtʃinɔ kuɪkasak]
uukwii [uʔw i]

[paruru yuʔwarmasak]

[kata yuʔwarmasak]
n a m i c h o o
{
n
a
m
i
t
ʃ
o
]
kariiyau kïpuung
[kariyaukɨ puŋ]
kuusarii puung [kusari puŋ ]
waikiing puung [waɪkig puŋ ]
tuuna [tuna]

CATEGORY VI
HEALTH AND

HYGIENE

abcess, n .

akm angzak [aʔmaŋzak]

eerek

abortion, n,

mïree enokma [m ire ɛnɔʔma]

mïree pakakm a [m ire pakʔ
a m a]

alive, a .

uuröne [urøn ɛ]

nuurö [nurø ]

asthma, n .

p irotö [pirɔtø]

poroktö [porɔʔtø
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athlete's foot , n.

pareeda [pareda]

pareeta [pareta]

bald, a.

peegai [pegaɪ]

peekai [pekaɪ]

bathe (person), v.t

gïpö [gɨpø]

iipï [ipɨ]

bathe, v.i

eegïpö [egɨpø]

eekuknö [ekuʔnø]

biliousness, n.

karakuua [karakua]

karaukka [karaʊʔka]

bleed, v.t
blind, a.

m ïng bök döng [mɨŋ
bøk døŋ]
deenuubïng [denubɨŋ]

mïng poo eetöng [mɨŋ
po etøŋ]
iiteenuupïng [itenupɨ ŋ ]

brush (teeth), v.t

ö gorga [ø gɔrga]

yeetokoka [yetɔkɔka]

chicken pox, n.

körö bök [kørø bøk]

cold (virus' infection), n .

adong [adɔŋ]

akpiikkoroimö [aʔpiʔk
ɔ r ɔ ɪ m ø ]
atong [atɔŋ]

comb (hair), v.t

saraiga [saraɪga]

aina [aɪna]

convalesce, v .i

zeebiitöng [zebitø ŋ ]

peemonta [pemɔnta]

corpse, n.

eegek [egɛk]

eekeek [ekek]

cramp, n.

börödang [børødaŋ ]

pöröta [pørøta]

cripple, n .

jekmezak [dʒɛʔmɛzak]

yeeseekm esak [yeseʔmɛsak]

eebiitö [ebitø ]

epiiktö [epiʔtø]

cut, v.t. & i.

agïdï [agɨdɨ]

akötï [akøtɨ ]

dead, a .

miiata zak [m iata zak]

eeriikchak [eriʔtʃak]

deaf, a.

banagazak [banagazak]

death, n.

eeriiknö [eriʔnø ]

iipanakaksak [ipanakaʔ
sak]
eeriiknö [eriʔnø ]

dumb, a.

maimuubïng [maɪmubiŋ]

iimaimuupïng [im aɪmupɨŋ]

diarrhoea, n.

kwazuuk [kwazuk]

kuuwasuuk [kuw asuk]

karara [karara]

karara [karara]

fat, a.

iibuunek [ibunɛk]

iipuunek [ipunɛk]

fever, n .

eekoik mang [ekɔiʔmaŋ ]

eekom iikmang [ekɔmiʔmaŋ ]

fracture, n.

eekwönvzak [ekwønøsak]

eekkönö [eʔkønø ]

headache, n.

puupai eekïngm a
[pupaɪ ekɨŋma]

cure, v.t

dysentery , n.
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yeekwönö [yeʔwønø]

yeekwösak [yeʔwøsak]

apiikoroimö [ap ikɔrɔ ɪ m ø ]

körök [kørøk]

medicine, n .

merching [mɛrtʃɪŋ]

yeepiik [yepik]

operation, n.

agïsak [agisak]

pain, n.

kïngm a [kiŋma ]

eekkïngm antok [eʔkiŋmantɔk]

pain, v.t&i.

yeekïng ma [yekiŋma]

eekïngma [ekʔ'iŋma]

pregnant, a.

monok [mɔnɔk]

awoorï [awori]

pregnancy, n.

m onok pee [mɔnɔk pe]

awooree [awore]

rub, v .t

giiïrï ga [giiriga]

iikïrïka [ikirika]

sick, a.

eknek [ɛʔnɛk]

eeknekpee [eʔnʔpe]

sickness, disease, nn.

parang [paraŋ]

parang [paraŋ]

sore, n.

erek [ɛrɛk]

suukweek [suʔwek]

enguuk [ɛnguk]

eenuukmak [ehuʔmak]

injury, n.
measles,

n

sore-eye

,

.

n

.

sprain, n.

eet ingganözak [etɪŋganøzak] eetiingkang [eʔtiŋkaŋ ]

stroke, n.

biiuutö ga sak [biutøgasak]

strong,

panak pang [panaʔ paŋ]

panakpee [panaʔpe]

swell, v.i

akm ang zak [aʔmaŋ zak]

awochii [awɔtʃi]

thin, a .

karawakpang [karawaʔpaŋ]

karawakpee [karawaʔpe]

ö göröwa [ø gørøwa]

kïrwa

tuberculosis, n.

toreebang [tɔrebaŋ]

toreepang [tɔrepaŋ]

vomit, v.t

darböknö [darbøʔnø]

eetarkang [etarkaŋ]

gorga [ g ɔ rga ]

iikooka [ikoka]

atuukmïra [atuʔmira]

aktuukmïra [atuʔmira]

araudaimö [araʊdaɪmø]

arautaimö [araʊtaɪmø]

a.

toothache ,

n .

wash (hands) ,

v . t

iiwïrïitasak [iw ɨrɨɪtasak]

[kirwa]

i

weak

,

a

whooping cough, n .

.
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-
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eegïping [egipiŋnɔdɔk yaʊ ]
nodok yau

eekuuknötok [ekuʔnøtɔk itaʊ ]
iitau

bedroom, n.
(literally: a place
where one sleeps)

eeknïng nodok yau [eʔniŋ
n ɔdɔk yaʊ]

weknuung nötokiifcau [weʔnuŋ
nøtɔk itaʊ ]

board, n .

parangga [paraŋga]

parangka [paraŋka]

bolt, n.
(literally: door
through)

mirataainoo [m irataaɪno]

mïrat a yaino [m iraʔta vaɪnɔ]

dining room
(literally: place
where one eats), n .

endaknang [ɛndaʔnaŋ nɔdɔk
nodok yau
yaʊ]

entaknangtok iitau [ɛntaʔnaŋ
tɔk itaʊ ]

door, n .

mïrata [mɨrata]

mïnakta [m inaʔta]

eaves, n .

w eknachii [wɛʔnatʃi]

fireside, n.
(literally: a place
for fire)

abok padasek [ab ɔkpadasɛk]

apokpata [apɔʔpata]

home, n.

pada [pada]

yeewïk [yewik]

house, n.

audu [aʊdʊ]

tapïii [tapii]

kitchen, n.

kichiimuuii [kitʃimui]

kiiyariikoneeka yeewik
[kiyarikɔneka yewik]

living room, n.
(literally: place
where one rests)

icgguuruung nodok yau
[ɪŋguruŋ n ɔdɔ yaʊ ]

place, n.

padasek [padasek]

pata [pata]

post (wooden), n.

w agabuu [wagabu]

wakapuu [wakapu]

rafters, roof, nn.

ara [ara]

yara [ʎara]

shelf, n.

abong [abɔŋ]

72.

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

wall, n.

m eka [m ɛʔa]

m ekya [mɛʔʎa]

wall (thatched roof
house), n .

weeguub ii [wegub i]

w eekuupii [w ekupi]

tabuuruugd [taburuga]

tapuuruuka [tapuruka]

thatched roof house
(round), n .

w a iba [waɪba]

waipa [waɪpa]

yard, n.

proroi [prɔrɔɪ]

pïroroi [pirɔrɔɪ]

ENGLISH

thatched roof house
(rectangular), n .

CATEGORY VII (b)
FURNITURE AND HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT

babracote, n.

suura [sura]

suura [sura]

baby-sling, n.

w iinek [winɛk]

weeinek [w eɪn ɛk]

bag, n .

paigi i [paɪg i ]

paikii [paɪki]

baking pan, n.

emak. [ɛmak ]

pïtarii [pitari]

bed, n .

ekning nodok yau
[ɛʔniŋ nɔdɔk yaʊ ]

bedsheet, n.
(literally: cover
for bed)

eknïng nodok booasang
[ɛʔniŋ n ɔdɔk boasaŋ]

bench, n .

abonok [abɔn ɔk]

blanket, n .

branggiitii [braŋgiti]

bottle, n.

potoro [pɔtɔrɔ]

potoroo [pɔtɔrɔ]

broom, n .
(literally: something to swee place)

padazeekadok gee
[padazekadɔkge]

patasekatok [patasɛʔkatɔk]

calabash, n.

arabö [arabø ]

arapö [arapø ]

candle, n .

weera [w era]

w aktoo [waʔto]

coal, n .

kam argak [kamargak]

kayarmatïkpö [kaʎarmatɨʔpø]

cup, glass, nn.

kok [kɔk]

pïsau [pɨsaʊ]

fan, n.

oorii oorii [ori ori]

worworii [wɔrwɔri]

73.

aponok [apɔnɔk]

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

fire-wood, n.

abokkamatuu [abɔk kamatu]

apok köme [apɔk køme]

frying-pan, n.

praipang [praɪpaŋ]

praikpang [praɪʔpaŋ]

g ra te r, n .

suuma r i i [s u m a ri]

suuma r i i [ s um ari ]

hammock, n .

akwak [ a kwak]

kami i [k a mi ]

k e ttle , n.
( l i t e r a l l y : c o n ta in e r
f o r b o i l i n g w a te r)

tu u n a akmi i n d a n ï t o k y a u
[ tu n a a ʔmi n da n ɨ t ɔk y a u ]

knife, n.

mariia [maria]

mariiya [mariya]
tawara [tawara]

matapi, n.

tenggiik [tɛŋgik]

tongkïiik [tøŋkɨik]

m irro r, n .

wa r a m a r ii [wa r a ma r i ]

wanama r i i [wanama r i ]

n a il, n.

tu u iik [tu ik ]

iitu u iik [itu ik ]

n e e d le , n .

aguuza [ a g u z a ]

oven, n .

b i i u u n i n g [ b i u n ɪŋ ]

apok y een g [ a p ɔk y e ŋ ]

p a in t, n .

aguuknodok [ aguʔn ɔd ɔk]

ak u u k n a to k [ a ku ʔn a t ɔ k ]

p la te , n.

p a ra b ii [p a ra b i]

p a ra p ii [p a ra p i]

p o t, n.

ö i n ö [ø ɪn ø ]

ö i n ö [ ø ɪ nø ]

pot-cover, n.

öinöpeetabuuruu
[øɪnøpetaburu]

ruler, n.

iituudok ge [itudɔk gɛ]

akkuuksa [a ʔ k u ʔ s a ]

öinöpetakruu
[øɪnøpɛtaʔru]

sack, n .

p a g a ra [ p a g a ra ]

p a ik ii [p a ɪ k i]

saw , n .

sa g a [ s a g a ]

sa k a [ s a k a ]

s c is s o rs , n.

a r g ök [ a rg ø k ]

a r k ö ik [ a r k ø ɪ k]

sc r ew- dr iv e r , n

.

ema ig a d o k g e [em aɪg a d ɔkg ɛ]

s if te r , n.

pangga [p a ŋg a]

pangka [ p a ŋk a]

soap, n .

seep o o [se p o ]

s a woona [saw ona]

sp o o n , n .

ch iip u n g [ t ʃ i pʊŋ]

c h iip u n g [ t ʃ ip ʊ ŋ ]

s ta n d , n .

p a r ab iia b o n g [ p a r ab i a b ɔŋ]

swi z z l e s t i c k , n .

mo r i i n o [m ɔ rin ɔ ]
74.

su u ra p a n g [ s u r a p a ŋ ]
mo r ii n o o [ mɔr in o ]

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

table, n .

tapuuruu [tapuru]

takpuuruu [taʔpuru]

table-cloth, n.

tapuuruuasang [tapuruasaŋ]

takpuuruuyaksang [taʔpuru
ʎaʔsaŋ]

kadiing [kadiŋ]

katiing [katiŋ]

tray, n.

ooba [oba]

wopa [wɔpa]

warishi, n .

wariicha [waritʃa]

akaik [akaɪk]

window-blinds, n.

windoo wabuu [wɪndowabu]

ENGLISH

thread, n .

TERMS WITH NO

DIRECT ENGLISH EQUIVALENTS

container (pear-shaped
calabash for liquids), n .

waiduuruuruu

container (for grated
bitter cassava), n.

y ö ibiipö [ ø ɪ bipø ]

muuruu [muru ]

container (for cooked
or smoked fish), n.

atö i [atøɪ]

aktöi [aʔtøɪ]

container (woven
container used to store
cassava bread for long
journeys), n.

w agawak

wakawak

mat (special mat made
out of mukru on which
fresh cassava isplaced
to dry), n.

parii [pari]

pot (iron pot used to
make cassiri), n .

kazhiirii iitotok yau
[kaʒiriitɔtɔk yaʊ]

wairang [waɪraŋ ]

spoon (special spoon
used to stir 'tuma '), n.

korekw a [kɔrɛʔwa]

koireeka [kɔɪreka]

stand (small wooden
structure used to store
dried cassava bread), n .

peiibang [pɛibaŋ ]

stand (small traditional
platform made without
nails), n.

suurabang [surabaŋ]

[waɪdururu]

[wagawak]

stick (stick used to squeeze tenggikaino [tɛŋgikaɪnɔ]
grated cassava in matapi), n.

75.

wai [waɪ]

[w akawak]

suurapang [surapaŋ ]

tongkïiik yaino [tøŋkiik ʎaɪnɔ]

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

wooden instrument
(carved wooden instrument
used to squeeze sugarcane), n.

tïrabiizhii [tirabiʒi]

tïrapiichii [tirapitʃi ]

wooden instrument (flat
piece of wood with
sharp edges to shape
cassava bread), n.

seii seii [sɛi sɛi]

che. i cheeii [tʃɛi tʃɛi]

ENGLISH

CATEGORY VII (c)
DOMESTIC ACTIVITIES
bake, v.t&i

ögöinö

boil, v.t&i

guuiiga [guiga]

iiknuiikya [ikuikya]

clean (house), v.t

gorga [gɔrga]

iikoka [ikɔka]

clean (meat), v .t

kuumiizhii [kumiʒi]

iikoka

cob-web, v.t&i
(literally: spider
hammock taking out)

arai eekwik moka buk
araɪ ekwɪk mɔka bʊk]

cook, v.t&i.

[øgøɪnø]

kiiarii koneega [k i a r i
kɔnega]

eekeeiino [ekeino]

[ikɔka]

cut, v.t&i.

agïdï [agɨdɨ]

kiiyariikoneeka [kiyari
kɔneka]
akötï [akøtɨ]

decorate, v.t&i.

iibïrïtï [ibɨrɨtɨ]

eepïrïktö [epɨrɨʔtø]

dust, v.t&i

agoroga [agɔrɔga]

iicheksekma [itʃɛʔsɛʔma]

extinguish, v.t

enggönögö [ɛŋgønøgø]

enuukuu [ɛnuku]

fix, v.t

giioneega [giɔnega]

iikoneeka [ikɔneka]

fry, v.t&i

ainö [aɪnø]

ainoo [aɪno]

grate, v.tSi

kïnï [kɨnɨ]

iikï [ikɨ]

grind, v.tSi

epa [ɛpa]

ekpa [ɛʔpa]

hang (clothes), v.t

jingga [dʒɪŋga]

iiweeyoika [iweʎoɪka]

light, v.t

biiotïk [biɔtɨk]

yuuka [yuka]

make, v.t (baskets)
(kada), (kata)

kabö [kabø]
koneega [kɔnega]

iikyapï {ikyapɨ]
yuukwarma [yuʔwarma]

76.

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

make, v .t (pepper-sauce)
(tuma)
(general)

zooka [zoka]
iikwarmoo [ikwarmo]
koneega [kɔnega]

sokka [sɔʔka]
kuuiika [kuika]
koneeka [kɔneka]

mend, v.t

raikuutö [raɪkutø]

iirakkuutö [iraʔkutø]

mix, v .t

oikma [ɔɪʔma]

yoikma [ʎɔɪʔma]

pack, v.t & i.

eemaiga [emaɪga]

iichiitö [itʃitø]

pack (shelf), v .t

yabongkoneega [yabɔŋkɔnega]

paint, v .t & i.

aguuknö [aguʔnø ]

akuukna [akuʔna]

pick, v .t

biiga [biga]

iipïika [ipɨɪka]

plant, v .t & i.

biioomuu [biomu]

iipömï [ipømɨ]

pluck, v .t.

abiiriiga [ abiriga]

roast, v .t.

biiuuruu [biuru]

iipyuuruu [ipyuru]

salt, v.t.

waiyookma [waɪyoʔma]

waiyookma [waɪyoʔma]

scrub, v.t £ i.

worok worok [wɔrɔk wɔrɔk]

kooka [koka]

sew, v.t £ i.

aima [aɪma]

aima [aɪma]

smoke, v.t.

kambïtö [kambɨtø ]

kampïktö [kampɨʔtø]

spread (clothes), v.t.

emboo [ɛmbo]

arangka [araŋka ]

squeeze (cassava), v.t.

azuuka [azuka]

asuukka [asuʔka]

stir, v.t.

wöröi wöröi [wørøɪ wørøɪ]

iichawai chawaima
[itʃawaɪ tʃawaima]

swe ep, v.t & i.

jeka [dʒɛka]

iichekka [itʃɛʔka]

wash, v .t.

kuumiizhii [kumiʒi]

iikoka [ikɔka]

wash (dishes), v.t

kuumiizhii [kumiʒi]

wash (clothes), v.t.

dyuukuuna [dyukuna]

akuukriitï
[akuʔritɨ]
yuukuuna [yukuna]

77.

chiikpoka [tʃiʔpɔka]

CATEGORY VIII (a)
PARTS

OF

THE

BODY

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

abdomen, n .

eewang [ewaŋ]

yeewang [y ewaŋ ]

ankle, n.

b ïragong [bi'ragɔŋ]

pïrakuuntoo [pɨrakunto]

anus, n ,

wasekma [wasɛʔma]

weekpota [weʔpɔta]

am, n .

eemeeguung [emeguŋ ]

yeem eekuuntoo [yem ekunto]

armpit, n .

eewata [ewata]

yeewakta [yewaʔta]

back, n .

apoi [apɔɪ]

mïpakuuntatoo [mɨpakuntato]

beard, n.

eedapok [edapɔk]

tanchii [tantʃi]
yeem eekuunpuung [yemekunpuŋ]

blood, n.

eem eeguungbuung
[emeguŋbuŋ]
m ïng [miŋ]

body, n.

buung [buŋ]

puung [puŋ]

bone, n.

öpö [øpø]

eekpö [eʔpø ]

brain, n.

nyag asek [ɲ agasɛk]

nakaksek [nakaʔsɛk]

breast, n.

manak

manak [manak]

calf, n .

biijiibuung [bidʒibuŋ]

cheek,

eepeda [epɛda]

p ïyeechiitoopuung [pɨyetʃi
topuŋ]
kuupeetatoo [kupetato]

chest, n.

buurooboo [burobo]

pïröpuutoo [pɨrøputo]

chin, n .

böduura [bødura]

yeetamuutoo [yetamuto]

clap

crown (of head), n .

eemiiyawöbödï [em iyawøbødɨ] yeenyatoowöpötï [yenʎatow0
pøtɨ]
nagata [nagata]
nakaktatoo [nakaʔyato]

ear, n.

ban a [bana]

panatoo [panato]

elbow, n.

beereezhii [bereʒi]

pereechiitoo [pɛretʃito]

eye, n .

eenuu [enu]

eenuutoo [enuto]

eye brew, n.

warara [warama]

waramatoo [waramato]

eye lash, n.

eenuuchiipok [enutʃipɔk]

eenuutoochiikpok [enutotʃi
ʔpɔk]

ENGLISH

biceps, n

.

n.

(hands), v.t

[manak]
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mïng [m iŋ ]

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

eyelid, n.

eenuubiipö [enubipø ]

face, n.

eemïk [emɪk ]

eenuutopiikpö
[enutɔpiʔpø]
yeempatatoo [yempatato]

finger, n.

eemiiya muuguupö [emiya
mugupø ]
eemiiya biipö [emiya bipø ]

yeenyatoo [yenʎato]

flesh, n.

iibuung [ibuŋ ]

iipuung [ipuŋ]

foot, n.

pïda [pɨda]

p ïtatoo [pɨtato]

forehead, n .

pepö [pɛpø]

eepiiyentoo [epiyɛnto]

form, figure, nn.

deew anairö [dewanaɪrø]

iitek [itɛk]

gum, n .

ö buung [ ø buŋ]

yeetomuung [yetɔmuŋ ]

hair, n.

puupö [pupø]

puukpö [puʔpø]

hand, n.

eemiiya [emiya]

yeenyatoo [yenʎato]

head, n.

iipai [ipaɪ]

puukpaitoo [puʔpaɪto]

heart, n.

yeewang enapö [yewaŋ
ɛnapø]

yeewantoo nakpö
[yewanto naʔpø]

hip, n.

eeguung [eguŋ ]

yeekuung [yekuŋ ]

intestines , n .

weenuupö [wenupø]

weenïkpötoo [wenɨʔpøto]

jaw, n .

ö abong [ø abɔŋ]

kuupetatoyekpö
[kupɛtatɔyɛʔpø]
yeeseekmuutoo [yeseʔ
muto]
eeseekuungkang [esekuŋ
kaŋ]

finger nail, n.
fist, n.

eezeekmuu

knee, n.

[ eze ʔ m u ]

yeenyatoo puukpö
[yenyato puʔpø]
mookooroo [mokoro]

kneel, v.i.

eezeeguunggang [ezeguŋgaŋ]

knuckles, n.

eemiiya öpö [emiya øpø ]

leg, n.

eekm ada [eʔmada]

yeekmatotoo [yeʔmatato]

lip, n.

eepii [ e p i ]

yeekpiitoo [yeʔpito]

eree [ɛre ]

yeereerïkpö [yererɨʔpø]

lung, n.

diioro [diɔrɔ]

toroorïkpö [tororɨʔpø]

marr ow, n.

nyagasek [ɲ agasɛk]

iikuunaksek [ikunaʔsɛk]

moustache, n.

buuduu jiipok [bududʒipɔk]

potïtoochiik pok
[pɔtɨtotʃɨʔpɔk]

liver,

n .
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AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

mouth, n.

mïda [mɨda]

mïtatoo [mitato]

muscle, n .

giiara [giara]

navel, n.

boonii [boni]

pooniitoo

neck, n.

uukmï

pömïtoo [pømito]

nose, n.

enna [ɛnna]

eeuunatoo [eunato]

penis, n .

yuuug [yuŋ]
wairak [waɪrak]

yaukï [ʎauki]

rectum, n.

weeseekma [weseʔma]

weeknaknakang] weʔnaʔnakaŋ]

rib, n.

arada [arada]

woorooyeekpö [woroyeʔpø]

shin, n.

eesenaipö [esɛnaɪpø]

shoulder, n.

moda [mɔda]

mootatoo [motato]

skin, n.

biipö [bippø
]

piikpö [piiʔpø]

stomach, n.

yeekiiariieng [yekiarisɛŋ]

yeewantoo [yewanto]

teeth,

ö [ø]

yeetoo [yeto]

throat, n.

eezeng [ezɛŋ]

yeeseentoo [yesento]

thumb, n.

yeenyatooyuung [yenʎato

toe, n.

eemiiya g ïiibïn ï
[em iyag ɨ bɨnɨ]
pïdabuuduuboo
[pɨdabudubo]
pïda muuguupö [pidamugupø]

toenail, n.

pïdabiipö [pidabipø ]

pïtatoopuukpö [pɨtatopuʔpø]

tongue, n.

anii [an i]

yanii [ʎani]

vagina, n.

sai [saɪ]

sai [saɪ]

vein, n.

gara [gara]

kara [kara]

waist, n.

oropai [ɔrɔpaɪ]

yeekna [yeʔna]

womb, n.

mïreeeng [mɨreɛŋ]

mïreeyeeng [mɨreyeŋ ]

ENGLISH

n.

tiptoe, v.i.

[uʔmi]

80.

[ponito]

yuŋ]
seksekpe [sɛʔsɛʔpɛ ]
pïtatooyuung [pɨtatoyuŋ ]

CATEGORY

VIII (b)

CLOTHES AND PERSONAL DECORATIONS

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

Amerindian lapcloth, n.

w a guu [waɪgu]

waikuu [waɪlu]

arm bracelet (decorative:
made from beads), n.

eemeeguung bramuu
[emeguŋ bramu]

bead apron, n .

kazuuruu mosa [kazuru mosa]

mooksa[moʔsa]

belt, n,

pogïrï [pɔgɨrɨ]

pokïrï [pɔkɨrɨ]

brassiere, n.

manakeng [manakeŋ]

cloth, n.
clothes (general), n.

kareeguu [karegu]
pongadï [pɔŋadi]
pongdong [pɔŋdɔŋ]

kareekuu [kareku]
pongyatï [pɔŋʎati]
pontoo [pɔnto]

clothes (men), n.

warawok pong [warawɔk pɔŋ]

clothes (women), n .
comb , .

uriichang pong [uritʃaŋ
pɔŋ]
sarai [saraɪ]

warawok pong [warawɔkp
]
ŋ
ɔ
kuurai pong [kuraɪpɔŋ]
wïriikchang pong
[wɨriʔtʃaŋ pɔŋ]
sarai [saraɪ]

earrings, n .

bana aruu [bana aru]

hai r ip, n.

puupö achii [pupø atʃi]

hat, n.

arok [arɔk]

headtie, n.

puupö gamök [pupø gamøk]

leg bracelet (mainly
decorative: made of
beads and worn between
knee and ankle), n.

pramuu [pramu]

necklace (made with
seeds and bones), n.

mokmoo [mɔʔmo]

mokmoo [mɔʔmo]

panties, n. pl.

mosa [mɔsa]

mooksa [moʔsa]

ribbon, n.

puupö gamök [pupø gamøk]

sandals (made from the
fronds of the ite palm), n.

kuuwaimonda [kuwaɪmɔnda]

pïrai [pɨraɪ]

shirt (literally: trousers'
top), n.

puuruukuu eeboinoo
[puruku ebɔɪno]

puuruukkuu nakaktarï
[puruʔku nakaʔtari]

81 .

] manak yeeng [manak
ŋ
e
y

panatoo yainoo
[panato ʎaɪno]
puupaitooyainoo
[pupaɪtoʎaɪno]
arok [arɔk]

ENGLISH

shoes,

n.

sleeping clothes, n.

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

sabadoo [sabado]

sapatoo [sapato]

trousers, n.

eknuung nodok pong
[ɛʔnuŋ nɔ ɔk pɔŋ]
sabadooraikuu [sabado
raɪku]
puuruukuu [puruku]

underwear, n .

po.ngoknong [pɔŋɔʔnɔŋ]

socks, n.

82.

weknuung nötok yau
[wɛʔnuŋ n øtɔk ʎaʊ]
sapatoorawong [sapato
rawɔŋ]
puuruukkuu [puruʔku]
pontooyoknong [pɔnto
ʎɔʔnɔŋ]

CATEGORY-IX ( a)
PEOPLE

-

KINSHIP

TERMS

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

aunt, n.

waknö [waʔnø ]

waknö [waʔnø]

baby, n .

aigoomïree [aɪgomɨre]

mïree [mɨre]

brother (general), n.

bii [bi]

brother (older), n.

ruuii [rui]

ruuii [rui]

brother (older addressed
by younger), n.
brother (older addressed
by younger sister), n.

ruuiida [ruuida]

uuwii [uwi]

piibii [pibi]

piipii [pipi]

brother (young), n.

moi [mɔɪ]

moyii [mɔyi]

brother (younger), n.

yagong [y agɔŋ]

brother (younger brother
addressed by young
sister), n.

bii [bi]

uupii [upi]

brother-in-law, n.

esee [ɛse]

yeksee [yɛʔse]

child, n.

m ïree [mire]

m ïree [mɨre]

child (illegitimate), n.

p ïrau [pɨraʊ]

cousin, n .

uuruujii [urudʒi]

cousin (female cousin of
female), n .

miikmii [m iʔmi]
yeeruuk [yeruk]

ENGLISH

yakong [ʎakɔŋ]

miikmii [m iʔmi]
yeeruuk [yeruk]

cousin {female cousin of
male), n.

w ïrïchii

[wiritʃi]

cousin (male cousin of
female), n.

kuurayii [kuray i]

cousin (male cousin of
male), n .

sesee [sɛse]

yeksee [yɛʔse]

daughter, n.

yenjii [yɛndʒi]

yenchii [yɛntʃi]

daughter-in-law, n.

b asee [base]

paksee [paʔse]

father, n.

g ïiibïnï [gɨibɨnɨ]

83 .

yeepootor ï [yepɔtɔrɨ ]

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

father (term of
address used by
members of the family), n.

pabai [pabaɪ]

papal [papaɪ]

father-in-law (of
female), n .

awoo [awo]

yawoo [ʎawo]

father-in-law (of
male), n.

diamoo [diamo]

kïiipïnï [kɨipɨnɨ]

grand-child (male or
female), n.

ba [ba]

pa [pa]

grand-father, n .

damogorii [damɔgɔri]

tamoo [tamo]

grand-father (term
used by members of
the family), n.

pabatang [pabataŋ]

papaktang [papaʔtaŋ]

grand-mother, n.

nok [nɔk]

nok [nɔk]

grand-mother (term
used by members of
the family), n.

nosamiichii [nɔsamitʃi]

kokoi

husband, n.

dampï [dampi]

tamïkpï [tamiʔpi]

kin, family,relative, nn,

domba [dɔmba]

tompa [tɔmpa]

mother, n.

akai [aʔaɪ]

amai [amaɪ]

mother-in-law, n.

eeoopï [eopi]

yeewookpï [yewoʔpi]

nephew, n.

boidorï [bɔɪdɔri]

poitorï [pɔɪtɔru]

niece, n.

basee [base]

paksee [paʔse]

parents, n .

gï iibïnïdong [gɨibɨn ɨdoŋ ]
zanong [zanɔŋ]
boidorï [boɪdorɨ]

yeepotorïtong [yepɔtɔrɨtɔŋ]
sanong [sanɔŋ]
poitorï [poɪtorɨ]

sister (older sister
of female), n.

bajii [badʒi]

pachii [patʃi]

sister (older sister
addressed by younger
sister), n.

nakna [naʔna]

achii [atʃi]

sister (older sister
addressed by younger
brother), n.

bajii [badʒi]

naknai [naʔnaɪ]

sister (of males), n .

baruujii [barudʒi]

paruuchii [parutʃi]

ENGLISH

servant,

n.

84.

[kɔkɔɪ]

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

sister (younger sister
addressed by older
brother o sister), n,

maknong [m aʔnɔŋ]

maknong [m aʔnɔŋ]

sister-in-law, n .

eeruuk [eruk]

yeeruuk [yeruk]

sister-in-law (term
used by husband's
sister), n.

worokm ai [wɔrɔʔmaɪ]

son, n.

muumuu [mumu]

muumuu [mumu]

son-in-law, n .

bayuunuu [bay unu]

payuunuu

step-aunt (second
wife of uncle of
dead aunt), n.

waknitoning [waʔnitɔn ɪŋ]

step-brother,

ruuiitoning [ruitɔnɪŋ]

n.

[payunu]

step-daughter, n.

baruujiitoning
[barudʒitɔnɪŋ]

iiteenchiimanee [itentʃimane]

step-father, n .

g ïiibïnïtoning
[gɨib i nɨ tɔnɪŋ]
zanitoning [zanɨtɔnɪŋ]
yagongtoning [yagɔgtɔn ɪŋ]
miiuutoning [m iutɔn ɪŋ]

iiteepotorïmanee
[itepɔtɔrɨmane]
iichangm anee [itʃagmane]

step-mother, n.
step-sister, n ,
step-son, n .
step-uncle (second
husband ,
f widowed
aunt), n .

dam otoning [damɔtɔnɪŋ]

uncle,

damoo [damo]

n.

iimmuman ee [immumane]

uncle (of female)

damoo [damo]

yawoo [ʎawo]

uncle (of male)

damoo [damo]

k ïiipïnï [kɨipɨn ɨ ]

wife, n .

nopï [nopɨ ]

nopï [nopɨ ]

CATEGORY
PEOPL E

IN THE

IX (b)
OCCUPATIONS
miree yeesak [mire yesak]

baker, n.

miree achiining
[mire atʃinɪnŋ]
biiuuning [biunɪŋ]

barber,(literally:
one who cuts hair) n .

puupö agïning
[pupø aginɪŋ]

puukkuui matöng [puʔkuɪ
matøŋ]

baby-sitter, n.

85.

ekeinoniing [ɛk ɛɪnoniŋ ]

AREKUNA

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

birth-attendant
(literally: one
who assists in
births), n.

enduunïkning
[endunɨʔniŋ]

boat-builder, n .

kanau koneeganing
[kanaʊ kɔneganɪŋ]

kanau, akaniing
[kanaʊ akaniŋ]

captain (of village), n ,

kyaping [kyapɪŋ]

iiteepuuruu [itepuru]

(literally: leader)
carpenter, n,

auduamöning [audʊamønɪŋ]

chauffeur (literally:
one who drives), n .

kangwa aning [kagwa anɪŋ]

cook, n.....

kiiarii koneeganing
[kiari kɔneganɪŋ]

kiiyarii koneekaniing
[kiyari kɔnekaniŋ ]

ömokaning [ømɔkaɪ ŋ ]

yeetoomokaniing
[yetomɔkanɪŋ]

dentist (literally:
o ne who extracts
teeth),n .

tapïiiamïniing
[tapɨiamɨniŋ]

dispenser, n .

meerchintïning [mertʃɪntɨn ɪŋ]

diver, n.

tïzeemïsengek
[tɨ zemɨsɛŋɛk]

doctor, n.

eeb iitoning [ebitɔn ɪŋ]

engineer (literally:
one who makes engines), n .

injing koneeganing
[indʒɪŋ kɔneganɪŋ]

fisherman, n.

moorokmaning [morɔkmanɪŋ]

foreman, leader, nn .

eebuuruu [eburu]

moorokeem aniing
[morɔkemaniŋ ]
iiteepuuru [itepuru]

governor, n.

koobïna [kobɨna]

kopïna [kɔpina]

judge (literally:
one who sits injudgement), n.

iitïb ökningek [itɨbøʔnɪŋɛk]

labourer, n .

trawazoo ek [trawazo ɛk]

magistrate, n .

kootï dakaning [kotɨ
dakanɪŋ]
yuuaning [yuanɪŋ]

miner, n.
nurse, n.

eknek pachiimaning
[ɛʔnɛk patʃim anɪŋ]

optician (literally:
one who makes glasses), n.

eenuuing koneeganing
[enuɪŋ kɔneganɪŋ]

86 .

eepiiktötöng
[epiʔtøtøŋ]

eepiiktötöng
[ep iʔtøtø ŋ ]
enching koneekaniing
[ɛntʃɪŋ kɔnekaniŋ ]

trawasoo yek [trawaso
y ɛk]

eepiiktbtong [epiʔtøtøŋ]
eenuutooyeeng[enutoyeŋ
k
kɔnekaniŋ]
g
i
a
e
n
o

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

pastor, n

pazïng [pazɨŋ]

police, n .

preejiimang [predʒimaŋ]

pupil (student), n.

tïzeenuubazeng [tɨzenubazɛŋ]| tesenuupaseng [tɛsɛnupasɛŋ]

seamstress, tailor, n.

shop-keeper, n.

pong aimaning [pɔŋ aɪmanɪŋ] pontoo aimaniing [pɔnto
aɪmaniŋ]
sabadoo koneeganing
sapatoo koneekaniing
[sabado kɔneganiŋ]
[sapato kɔnekaniŋ]
chapuu eezak [t ʃapu ezak]
chapuu yeesak [tʃapu yesak]

sngger , n .

tïzeerengazehg [tɨzerɛŋgazɛŋ]

soldier, n.

kuuayau [kuayau]

burgeon n .

agïkning [agɨʔnɪŋ]

wenïkkatöng [wɛnɨʔkatøŋ]

teacher, n.

enuubaning [ɛnubanɪŋ]

eenuupatöng [enupatøŋ]

writer, n .

miieenuuganing
[mienuganɪŋ]

iiweenuukaning [iwenukaniŋ]

shoe-maker , n.

preechiimang [pretʃimaŋ ]

teserengkaseng [tɛsɛrɛŋkasɛŋ]

CATEGORY IX (c)
PEOPLE
alcoholic, n .
Arawak, n .

IN

GENERAL

teetariibazeng
[tetairibazeŋ]
erwagö [ɛrwagø]

tetariipaseng [tɛtaripasɛŋ]
erwakö [ɛrwakø]

athlete, n.

tizukmiinangzengek
[tizuʔminaŋzɛŋɛk]

black,man, n.

meegooroo [megoro]

meekooroo [mekoro]

beautiful girl,
woman, nn.

amaknong uuriichang
[amaʔnɔŋ uritʃaŋ]

amaknong

Brazilian, n .

karaiwa [karaɪwa]

karaiwa [karaɪwa]

boxer,

teebandakmazengek
[tebandaʔmazɛŋɛk]

teekwöseng yek [teʔwøsɛŋ y ɛk]

boy, n ,

warawok [warawɔk]

Carib, n .

ka r ii
na [karina]

kuurai [kuraɪ]
warawok [warawɔk]
kariikna [kariʔna]

Chinese, East Indian, n .

kapong gok [kapoŋ gɔk]

pemong tarma [pɛmɔŋ tarma]

convict, n.

te wozeng ek [tɛʔw0zɛŋ ɛk]
öriiguukning [øriguʔnɪŋ]

teseeime: poseng [tɛseɪmɛʔpo
sɛŋ]

coward, n.

eenariikeenak ek
[enarikenak ɛk]

eenariikeenak [enariʔkenak]

n

.

87.

[amaʔnɔŋ]

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

yannasa.

dwarf, n.

yamrazak kong
[yamrazak k ɔŋ]
tïrïpïnï [tiripɨnɨ ]

enemy, n.

eeadong [eadɔŋ]

yeeyatong [yeʎatɔŋ]

everybody, n.

tamborong gong
[tamborɔŋ g ɔŋ]

ENGLISH

crowd, n.

friend, n .
giant, n.

[ʎannasaʔkɔŋ]

nongpï r ï [nɔŋp ɨrɨ]

tmukkaröng kong [tuʔkarøg
kɔŋ]

maikpreemuu [maɪʔpremu]

petoi [pɛtɔi]

p iiaikma [piaɪʔma]

girl, n .

uuriichang [uritʃaŋ]

pemong eepotorïkpö
[pɛm ɔŋ epɔtɔrɨʔpø ]
w ïriik [wɨrɨɪk]

girl (before puberty), n .

manak agang [manak agaŋ]

manak yakang [m ana

girl (after puberty), n.

eemazepö [emazɛpø]

kaunakpö [kaunaʔp ø]

handsome boy, man, n.

moine warawok [moɪn ɛ
warawɔk]

ʎakaŋ ]

moineerïkpö [mɔɪnerɨʔpø ]

individual, n .

t iigingnokne [tigɪŋn ɔʔn ɛ]

töukiing paknee [tøukiŋ
paʔne]

leader, n.

eebuuruu [eburu]

iiteepuuruu [itepuru]

Makuchi, n.

maguujii [m agudʒi]

m akuuchii [m akutʃi]

man, n.

warawok [warawɔk]

kuurai [kuraɪ]
warawok [warawɔk]

murderer, n.

wöning [wønɪŋ]

wötöng [wøtøŋ]

neighbour, n.

domba dong [dɔmbadɔŋ]

tompa [tɔmpa]

old man, n.

iindom ichii wara wok]
[indɔmɪtʃi wara w ɔk]

akyeekeektong [aʔyekeʔtɔŋ]

old woman, n.

nosamichii uuriichang
[nɔsamɪtʃi uritʃaŋ]

noksantong

Patam ona, n .

padamuuna [padamuna]

patamuuna [patamuna]

people, n.

kapong amök [kapɔŋ amøk]

pemontong [pɛm ɔntɔŋ]

person, human being, nn.

kapong [kapɔ ŋ ]

pemong [pɛmoŋ ]

prisoner, n.

preezoo [prezo]

peresoo

rider (of horses), n .

kawaree bong [kaware b ɔŋ]

kawareepong [kawarepɔŋ]

Spanish (person), n .

chiibanyoro [tʃibanyɔrɔ]

spinster, n .

damp ïbung [dampɨbuŋ]

chiipanyotoo [tʃipanyɔrɔ]
tïpongkeng[[tɨpoŋkɛŋ]
iitamïp ïpïng [itamɨpɨpɨŋ]

88.

[nɔʔsan tɔ ŋ ]

[pɛrɛso]

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

swimmer, n.

teetawaseng [tetawasɛŋ]

thief, n.

tibönuung zeng
[tɨb ønʊŋ zɛŋ]
am akek [amakɛk]

visitor, n.

kakkrang [kaʔkraŋ ]

kakrang [kaʔraŋ ]

Wapishana

w abiijana [wab idʒana]

wapiichana [wap itʃana]

weight-lifter, n .

eetabxnek anungning

white man, n.

paranagïrï [paranagɨrɨ]

widow , n.
widower, n.
witness, n.
woman, n .
wrestler, n .
young man,

n.

young people, n.

young woman,

n.

am akyek [ama y ɛk]

panarakïrï [panarakiri]

diiampïmatapï
[diamp ɨmatapɨ]
nyöpï matapï [nyøp ɨ
matapi]

iitamipï matapö [itam ipɨ
matapø]
iinokpï matapö [inɔʔpɨ
m aʔtapø]

wabuutoning [wabutɔn ɪŋ]

eeneetöpong [enetøpɔŋ]

uuriichang [uritʃaŋ ]

w ïriik [wɨriɪk]

teebandakm azeng
teetampöseng [tetampøsɛŋ]
[tebandaʔmazɛŋ]
eewagaiyuu warawok
awakayuu kuurai [awakayu
[ewagaɪyu warawɔk]
kuraɪ]
eewagaiyuu kapong amök
awakayuutong [awakayutɔŋ]
[ewagaɪyu kapɔŋ amøk]
eewagaiyuu uriichang
[ewagaiyu uritʃaŋ ]

awakayuu w ïriik [awakayu
wiriɪk]

CATEGORY X
PLANTS, TREES AND NATURAL PHENOMENA
bamboo, n.

kuuam a [kuama]

kwam a [kwama]

bank (river), n .

tuuna gata [tuna gata]

tuuna kakta [tuna kaʔta]

basin (river), n.

guubai [gub aɪ]

branch, n.

biianda [bianda]
[pɛzɛtø ]

iikuupayii [ykupayi]
iipanta [ipanta]
iirooma [iroma]

breeze, n.

pezetö

bullet-wood, n .

piiroodooek [pirodoɛk]

cave, n.

tökeeuuda [tøʔeuda]

tökpota [tøʔpɔta]

cedar, n.

koopeerö [koperø ]

kopeeree [kɔpere]

clay, n.

iikoro [ikɔrɔ ]

tawa [tawa]

89.

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

cloud, n .

kabuuruuk [kaburuk]

katuukruuk [katuʔruk]

cotton, n.

kodokwak [kødøkwak]

kotokwak [køtøʔwak]

crab wood, n.

karaba ek [karaba ɛk]

karapa yek [karapa y ɛk]

creek, n.

yabö

yapö [ʎapø]

day, sunlight, nn.

woinai [wøɪnaɪ]

weeinai [weɪnaɪ]

dew, n.
diamond, n.

chiiriigö eedaguu
[tʃirigø edagu]
taimang [taɪmaŋ]

chiiriiko takuu [tʃirikø
taku]
taimang [taɪmaŋ]

dukali, n.

kuuruk ek [kuruk ɛk]

kuurek yek [kurɛ y ɛk]

earth, world, nn.

nong [nɔŋ]

nong [nɔŋ]

earthquake, n.

tiripinï

tïrïpïnï [tɨrɨpɨnɨ]

flower, n.

yöi ariikuu [yøɪ ariku]

yeei yariikku [yeɪ yar,iʔku]

forest, n.

iidareeda [idareda]

iituukreeta [ituʔreta]

grass, n.

wanak [wanak]

wanak [wanak]

ENGLISH

[yabø]

[tirɨpɨnɨ]

hollow, a & n .

yakta [ʎaʔta]

island, n.

pakwï [paʔwɨ]

pakwï [paʔwɨ]

jungle, n.

yuuk [yuk]

iituukreeta [ituʔreta]

land, n .

akmuung [aʔmuŋ]

akmuung [aʔmuŋ]

landing (river), n.

peeyak [peyak]

peeyak [peʎak]

leaf, n.

yaree [yare]

yaree [ʎare]

light, n.

akwa [akwa]

wee uu [weyu]

lightning,

n.

kamiiriik [kamirik]

kamiiriik [kamirik]

moon, n.

kaböi [kabøɪ]

kapïii [kapɨi]

mora, n.

paraguuai ek [paraguaɪ
ɛk]
wïk [wɨk]

parakuuwa [parakuwa y ɛk]
yek
wik [wik]

geng [gɛŋ]

iikeeng [ikeŋ]

mud, n.

tawa [tawa]

iikuuriichak [ikuritʃak]

mushroom (cream, Umbrellashaped), n.

kabiiyakwa [kabiyakwa]

eenuura [enura]

mountain,

n.

mouth (of river), n.

90.

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

mushroom (dark brown), n.
mushroom (maroon), n .

kuuwarang bana
kwarangpana [kwaraŋ
pana]
[kuwaraŋ bana]
korgoobiichoo [kɔrgobitʃo] korkopiikcha [kɔrkɔpiʔtʃa]

mushroom (pale orange), n.

aguu bana [agu bana]

akuu pana [aku pana]

mushroom

kara-gara [kara-gara]

kara kara [kara kara]

night, darkness, n .

eew arbö [ew arbø]

warpö [warpø]

overcast, a.

yeechiikimasak [yetʃikimasak]

palm, n.

yeewarmang zak [yewarmaŋ
zak]
kuungwaik ek [kuŋwaɪk ek]

plain, n.

tabau bang [tabau baŋ ]

tapau pang [tapaʊ paŋ ]

pond, n.

giiuupö [giupø ]

iikuukpö [ikuʔpø ]

purple-heart, n.

rooma ek [roma ɛk]

rooma yek [roma y ɛk]

rain, n.

tuuna [tuna]

koonok [konɔk]

rainbow, n.

ögö imö [øgøɪmø]

ököyiimï [økøyimɨ]

rock, n .

tök [tøk]

tök [tø k ]

root, n .

iimuung [imuŋ]

iimoik [imɔɪk]

sand, n.

wö sök [wøsøk]

wöksök [wøʔs0k]

savannah, n.

diiö i [diøɪ]

iitöi [itøɪ]

sea,

parau

parau [paraʊ ]

(white), n.

n.

AREKUNA

[paraʊ ]

kuuwai yek [kuwaɪ yek]

asakrek ek [asaʔrɛk
ɛk]

aksakreek [aʔsakrɛk
yek
yɛk]

sky, n.

kak [kak]

kak [kak]

sound (of waterfalls),n.

t ïuudiuu [tɨud ɨu]

tïtïtïtï [tɨtɨtɨtɨ ]

star, n.

chiiriigö [tʃirigø ]

chiiriikö

territory, n .

nono [nɔn ɔ]

noonoo [nono]

thundery n .

kormee [kɔrme]

kormee [kɔrme]

tree, n .

y öi [yøɪ]

yeei [yeɪ]

y ö i nagabuii [yøɪ nagabu]

yeei yeempuu [yeɪ yempu]

chiiba-chiiba [tʃibatʃiba]
sorongbang [sɔrɔŋbaŋ ]

chiipa chiipa [tʃipa tʃipa]

silver,cotton
(tree), n.

tree-top,
wave, n.
valley, n.

n.
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[tʃ irikø]

soorongpang [sɔrɔŋpaŋ]

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

walab a, n.

magara [magara]

makara [makara]

water,

tuuna [tuna]

tuuna [tuna]

waterfall, n.

manarii [manari]

tuuna weena [tuna wena]

wind, n.

pezetö [pɛzɛtø ]

pesektö [pɛsɛʔtø]

ENGLISH

river, nn.

CATEGORY XI
The Traditional Counting System

one

tiigiingnö

töukiing

two,

azarö

asakiknee, asakrö

three

oozourau

seeuurawöknee

four

azagöröne

asakïröröknee

five

tiigiingnö eemiiya

toukiing yenyatoo

six

tiigiingnö eemiiya
boona tiigiingnö
eemiiya muuguupö

töukiinang yenyapoona töukiing
nö yenyatoo yakmiikpö

seven

tiigiingnö eemiiya
boona azarö eemiiya
muuguupö

töukiinang yenyapoona asakrö
yenyatoo yakmiikpö

tiigiingnö eemiiya
boona oozourau eemiiya
muuguu pö
tiigiingnö eemiiya boona
azagoröne eemiiya muuguu
pö
azaro eemiiya muuguu
podong

töukiinang yenya poona seeuura
wöknee yenyatoo yakmiikpö

azaro eemiiya muuguu pö
boona tiigiingnö pida
muuguupö

asakrdmarö yenyatoopoona
töukiingno pitatoo yakmiikpö

azaro eemiiya muuguupö
boona azarö pida muuguupö

asakrdmarö yenyatoo poona
asakïknee pitatoo yakmiikpö

azarö eemiiya muuguupö
boona oozourau pida
muuguupö
azarö eemiiya muguupö
boona azagorone pida
muuguupö

asakrdmaro yenyatoo poona seuu
rawöknee pitatoo yakmiikpö

eight
nine
ten
eleven

twelve
thirteen

fourteen

92,

töukiinang yenyapoona asakirö
röknee yenyatoo yakmiikpö
asakrömarö yenyatoo

asakrömarö yenyatoo poona
asok'iröröknee pïtatoo
yakmiikpö

AKAWAIO

AFEKUNA

fifteen

azaro eemiiya muuguupö
boona tamboro pïda
muuguupö.

asakrömarö yenyatoo poona
töukiing pï tatoo

sixteen

tamboro eemiiya tiigiingnö asakrömarö yenyatpo poona
p ïda boona tiigiingnö pïda töukiing pïtatoo mörö poona
boona tiigiingnö pïda
töukiing pïtatoo yakm iikpö
muuguupö.
tamborö eemiiya tiigiingnö asakrömarö yenyatoo poona
töukiing pïtatoo mörö poona
pïda boona azarö pïda
asakrö pïtatoo yakmiikpö
muuguupö.

ENGLISH

seventeen

asakrotoarö yenyatoo poona
töukiing pïtatoo mörö poona
seeuurawöknee pïtatoo yak
m iikpö
asakrömarö yenyatoo poona
toukiing pïtatoo mörö poona
asakiröröknee pïtatoo
yakmiikpö
töukiingnö peemong

eighteen

tamboro eemiiya tiigiing
nö pïda boona oozourau
p ïda muuguupö .

nineteen

tamboro eemiiya tiigiing
nö pïda boona azagorone
pïda muuguupö.

twenty

tamboro eemiiya muuguupö
boona tamboro pïda m uuguupö dong.

twenty-one

toukiingnö peemong poona
tamboro eemiiya muuguupö
tamboro pïda muuguupö dong töukiingnö yenyatoo yakm iik
pö
boona tiigiingnö eemiiya
muuguupö
asakro peemong tong poona
azaro warawok eem iiyaasakromarö yenyatoo
muuguupö morabai pïda
muuguupö dong boona
azarö tuuronö warawok
eemiiya muuguupo dong.
asakro peemontong poona
azarö warawok eemiiya
asakromarö yenyatoo mörö
muguupö morabai pïda
poona
asakïröröknee yenyatoo
muuguupö dong boona azayakmiikpö
görö tuuironö warawok
eemiiya muuguupö.
azagbrbne warawok amök
asakïroroknee peemontong
eemiiya muuguupö morabai
poona töukiingnö yenyatoo
tok- pïda m uuguupö dong
boona tuurono warawok eemiiya
muuguupo tiiriinanö
iikyatö
iiwabiiyarok

fifty

fifty-four

eighty-five

first
second

iijagong

iikönnökpökïng

third

oozouranïi

iiteeseeuurawöknoo

N B
The traditional counting system of the Akawaios and Arekunas only contains
the numbers one, two, three and four. For higher numbers they refer to digits of the
body. For example, twenty-two is written as 'one man plus two fingers.
'
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ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

H e llo ( Good m o rn in g ,
a fte rn o o n )

nya r ö

y a rö

Goodbye

a ijiirö

a ik rö

Thank you

t an g g ii

ta n g k ii

Until I see you again

aiyenee wa boona rö

ayeeneetuukkaya ponarö

Don't worry

kazeewang ga mai

keeseewangkamai

I t ' s a l l rig h t

wagï b e e r ö mang

wakï p e r ö mang

I d o n ’t min d .

eeseew angkama p r a mang

I am s o r r y

zeewanggama. b r a
mang
zeewanggama

I t d o e s n ’t m a tte r

t öwör ö n e e z h i i

ökpee p r a r ö y e e c h i i mö

I d o n ’t know.

i i t yuwab r a mang

iip u u tu u y a p r a mang

I am n o t s u re .

eewai k nakö

iip u u tu u y a p r a k ru u e e y a i k t ö

I t is l a te

eemengnï p ï mang

iik o k mang s ak mang

I t i s hot

aknepe mang

aknekpe mang

I am t h i r s t y

tu u n a kr i i k k e e eeky a i k

We f e e l c o l d

u u ro mang t e e n a k i i r i i kee
nya e e j i i koomi i k p ee

komi ik k e e i i n n a mang

I am r i g h t .

u u rö mang i i na i rö

y a i r ö e e k y a ik

I c a n ’t t e l l y o u

u u rö y a ay a i ro k ab o geng
b r a mang.

ay e e ru u p a y a po k eeng p r a
mang

Daddy i s g o in g t o
t h e f a rm

gï i i b ï nï dö m aina y a k

p a p a i e e t öngpök mang uumö
y ak

We w en t h u n tin g
y e s te rd a y

ondïmang b e e nya döp ï
kokma m iia u

kokwamï y a u i i n n a n e t ot a i
won tïm angpee

We a r e g o in g
hunt i ng tom or r o w

ondïm ang b e e ny a d ö dokodong a w a n a b a irö

ii n n a awonnöpökmang p e e nannee

The men a r e c a tc h in g
f is h .

warawok amök ya moorok
ach i i

k u u r a i yamök mang moor o k
yamök a p i i c h i i pök
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eeseewangkamay a ik

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

The women are
washing clothes.

uuriichang amök ya
pong korga

wïrïksang mang pontotong
yuukkuuna pök

She swept the yard.

proroi zeekapïiiya

piroroi sekapöi ya

They were working
in the farm.

tok eetrawa zooma p ï
maina yau

eetrawasoom ang pök tok
eechiikpö uumö yau

He is visiting
relatives in
Venezuela.

tïdombadong enzekna
do p ï beeneezuueera
boona

weeneesweera pong kong tïtong
patong kakrangpa pök mang

The boy is climbing
the tree.

warawok eegainuumï
y ö i boi

kuuraï mang yeei pök
eenkuuknö pök

The children play every
afternoon

m ïree amok zuukmiinamï
kokm ambee

kookwamï peknee mïreetong
weengkaruumï

I like to listen
to stories

pandong anedabainoo ek
uurö

panto

The people are
kind

wagi dong kamooroo
kapong amök

iiknïngkatöng kong pee
peemontong mang

My friend is sick

ekneekpee uupetoi mang

He is a good boy

maikpreemuu eezhii
eknek bee
wagi körörö warawok

waki mïkrörö kuurai

She is a bad girl

örii körörö uuriichang

auuwakro mïkrörö w ïrï i i k

They went for a walk.

tok döpï abiining zeek
na
akkuuak tau yeeknuumi

tok eekwakkï makpo
kamiitau weeknuunnopok m ang

He is paddling the
boat.

kanau

kanau awapök mang

We bathe in the
river.

tuuna gau teekpizang
nya

tuunakwau tekuuksang
iinna

m irau mang twentii won
kaijaruu m iree amök
chiikuuruu dau

twentii won kaicharö miree
tong mang ch iikuuruu tau

yeei yeepeeruu tongkee
mireetong ya tiicha reepakpö

He is lying.

tïzeenuubazong ya
teenuubaning gong reebapi
tïpazeng gee
uurö eezhii tuukanggong
maikpreemuu
kazhiieebee mang

I love you.

uuro ya aiknuunga

amörö chiiknïngka yaik

ENGLISH

She is sleeping in
the hammock.

There are twentyone pupils in the
school.
The pupils gave the
teacher some fruits.
I have many friends.

iikuurabok mang
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aneetapaino yuurö

tuukkee uupetoi nong mang
kachiipee mang

ENGLISH

I want to have
sex with you

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

uurö mang azöpai
ayaikörö

ayakrö eekpai ekyaik
(literally: I want to

be with you)
I want to marry
you

amorö amariikmabai
eeaik

ayakrö eemariikm a pai
eekyaik

I would like to
meet your parents.

azanong aneebobai
eeaik

ayeepotorï mörötöpai asang
anneepoopai eekyaik

They will poison
fish.

tok ya moorok tïng
dokodong

moorok yamok tuum i tokya mö

We are going to
school.

chiikuuruu dak nya
dong bok mang

He has a lot of
money

tuukang bradai kïrörö

There is tuma for
dinner

mörau mang tuuma
en akna dok pee

chiikuuruutak iinna eetöngpök
mang
tannopee pïratak pee m ang

tuuma mang mörötö entaknangtok kokwamïpee

There was nobody
at home.

önök prarö yeejiipi
pada boo

antö yeechiipö anök pra
tap'iii. tau

I didn't want to
go

uurö eezhiipï adöbai
bra

eetöpaipra eetai

I hid behind the
house.

uurö eesoknampi audu
apoi wiinö

tapïii nootak eesoknqmïkpö

They did not see
me
.

tok ya yeenee pï beng

tokya uuyeeneekpö nïkee

I am afraid of
Kanaima.

uurö mang eenariikee
iidoodoo bök

eenariikkee ekyaik kanaimö

Evil spirits live
in the mountain,
forest and river.

akwaruupï kokmamï w ïk
yuuk morabai tuuna y a u

auukarïksang kokwamï w ïk tau
iituukreetau mörötöpö
tuunak wau

The witchdoctor
can cure sickness.

piiyaichang körörö
eknek eebiitöning

piiyaksang mïkrö parang
eepiktö niing

Mummy is grating
cassava.

aai ya eegii gïnï

amai mang Kisee kïpök

We went by boat.

nya döp ï

kanau tau i.inna eetokpo

I can't find my book.

uurö ya gareedai eebdro
bra mang
uurö mang eekpï bai

I want to bathe.

kanau yai

pök

uukareetarï eepoorïyapra
eekyaik
eekuukpai eekyaik

ENGLISH

I want to see you.
I am annoyed with you

.

My dress is red
His shoes are black.
I will meet you tomorrow

akaw aio

AREKUNA

uurö mang aiyengbai

ayeeneepai eekyaik

uurö zagooroodazak
m ang aiyakörö
uurö bong eezhii
juuw eeyuu b ee
jabadoi eejii iikiruung
bee
uuro ya aiyeeboro
aw anabairö

apök eekwörka sak mang
chuuwiiyuupe uupong mang
iikkïrïngpe iichapatoyii
tong mang
peenannee ayeepooriya see

COMMANDS
Sit down !

ereaudak!

eereeuutakö!

Close the door!

mïrata akkogö!

mïrakta apuukö!

Go to bed children!

eknungdang dök
m ïree amök!
tuuna gee reebak!

weknuungtantok mïreetong

Bring that bag!

paigii iinekö!

mörö paikii eenekkö !

Go away!

enda chiiya!

chiiya eetökö !

Come down!

autögo

uuktöko!

Come here!

ajiikö seerak!

seetöna achiikkö !

Show me your house!

aiwïk emboigak yeenak!

ayeewïkkee keeruupak!

Go and play!

engkaruunta!

Come and see me
often!

ɛnda morabai
azuukm iinanda!
iinggeerö yenbö seekna
ashpökö!

uuyeeneik achiikpökkö
iingkee!

Help me!

biigatök!

kipïiikaktök!

döng bai nogong!

eetbngpaiknokong!

Don't go!

ködöi!

keetöi!

Don't do that!

m örö guukuubii!

mörö kuukkuupii!

Don't cry!

kagaramuui !

kikaramïi!

Give me some water
please

L et us go!

!
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tuunakee rïkkö kïreepak!
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Questions and Answers in Akawaio and Arekuna

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

What is your name?

anök aiyeezek?

anök kiing ayeesek?

My name is Murai
Murai.

uurö eezek eezhii
muurai muurai

muurai muurai iiteesek
yuurö

Where do you live?

naiyau tuugokmangʒeng
amö?

atingtö kiing tïuukokwanseng
amörö?

I live at Kamarang

kamarang boo tuugokmangzeng uurö

kamarang poo tïuukokwanseng
yuurö

How old are you?
I am twenty years
old.

ökeö kaijarö awoï
biia nai?
twenti kaijarö iiwöi
biia uuro

okkaicharöng kiing
iiweeipiiyarï amörö?
twenti kaicharong iiweeipiiyarï yuurö

Where were you bor n ?

nai yau yenduuzak amö?

I was born at Atabrau.

adabïrau boo yenduuzak
uurö

atïngtö kiing yeetanuungsak amorö?
taprau keeng poo yeetanuung
sak amöro

What tribe do you
belong to?

anök kok amö?

anök kok kiing

I belong to the
Akawaio/Arekuna tribe.

agawaioo kok uurö

areekuuna yuurö

What do you do
a living?

örö kuukning amö
agok amï kaijarö?

ökpök kiing tïukokwanseng
amörö?

I do farming

maina guuning uurö

uumö pökïng

What do you plant?

örö böning amö?

ök kiing pönning amörö?

I plant cassava and
peanuts

uurö ya eegii mörabai
mopa börni

kïsee mörötöpai mookpa
ponning yuurö

How far is the farm
from here?

önö bek maina nai
serabai?

miincha uumo nai seröböpai?

It is not

onong bong mörö

miincha prarö mang

for

far

How many children
do you have?
I have two child

örö kaijarong gong
miiuungamök amö?
n

Do they go to school?

azarö muunggamök
mang
chiiguuruu dak pek
tidözang kamoo?

98.

amörö?

yuurö

ök kaicharöng kong kiing
iimmuukuutong amörö?
asakröng kong iimmuukuutong
yuuro
chiikuuruu tak nak tuutösang
mïkyamoo?

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

Yes they go to
school.

eewaik chiiguuruu
dak tidozang kamooroo

iinna, chiikuuruu tak
tuutösang m ïkyamo

Where is the
school?

naiyau chiiguuruu
eezhii?

atïn

It is on the
hill.

wik boo yeezhii

w ïk poo yeechii

Does your family
go to church?

joochii dak bek tidozang
azanong?

chochii tak nak tuutösang
m ïkyamoo asanong?

Yes, we go to the
Adventist Church.

eewaik seebïndee joochii
dak nya do

inna seepïntee chochiiyi
tak tuutösang iinna

What games do
people play here?

oro bok i uuzuumiinang:
zang kapong amok seerau?

okpök kiing tïuuwengkaruung
sang tarönokong pemontong?

They play football
and rounders.

t ïuuwengkaruungsang
mïkyamo futbal morotopai
rongdoz pök
anökyang kiing tïkkaniing
amörö ?

I hunt deer, labba,
marudi, powis and
quail.

tiuuzuum iinang zang
kamooroo futbal morabai
rongdoz bok
örörbö dong ook morabai
torong amök ondomaning
amö?
kariiaugu, uurana ookr a
pawiik morabai ikuuruuiik
önödoman ing uurö

kariiyaukï, uurana wookr a
pawïiik kuuruuiik mïkyamoo
tïkkaniing yuurö

What types of fish
do you catch?

örörbö dong moorok amök
achiining amö?

anökröpötong kiing moorok
yamök eemaniing amörö?

I catch yarau,
patwa and houri.

uuro ya achii warak
korwak morabai yurii

warak,kuurwak,uurii
mikyamoo eemaniing yuuro

What are you
doing now?

öröbök m eeang serobe?

ökm uukuuk yang seerowarö?

I am making a
basket.

uurö ya waigarapö
kabi

waikarakpï chiikakyaik

When are you going
to Georgetown?

öratai geng boona
öudï?

ökyatai kiing iikeeng pona
autömö?

I am going tomorrow.

uuro dö awanabairö

peenannee eetö see

Do you go to
Venezuela?

tïdozeng bek amo
beeneezweera boona?

weeneesuuweera pona nak
tuutoseng mö r ö ?

Yes, I go there
to visit relatives.

eewaik uurö do
dombadong enzekna

iinna möröyöna uuyompatong
kakrang paik tuutöseng
yuurö

What animals and
birds do you h u n t ?
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kiing chiikuuruunai?

ENGLISH

AKAWAIO

AREKUNA

How a r e you?

o ro b ee meeang?

o k tu u k a ik mekyang?

I am f i n e .

uu ro mang wagi bee.

wakï pe r ï kkö rö ee k y aik .

Who

önök k ï r ö ?

anök k i in g mï k r ö ?

u u rö agong k i r ör ö

u u r u u ii mï k r ö .

ör ö b ee y e s a k ?

o k tu u k a ik k i i n g y e e k sa k mö ?

He h a s f a i n t e d .

y a i doz a k

y a i i i t ösa k

What tim e i s i t ?

ör ö n a i pada
weeyuu bee?
t i i g i i n g n o a k ra k mang.

ök y a i r ö p a ta weeyuu n a i?
w eei r a k t ö sa k mang.

What i s t h e w e a th e r
l i k e to d a y ?

o ro k aza pada n a i
s e e r ob ee?

ök tu u k a ik p a ta n a i s e e r o warö ?

I t i s ra in in g .

tu u n a damokangbok
mang
o ro bok aguu r a mi ?

tu u n a p ee mang.

i s he?

He i s

my b r o t h e r .

What h appened
him?

I t is

Why a r e

to

one o ’c lo c k

you c r y i n g ?

ökpök aukaram ï ?

I h a v e l o s t my
p e n c il.

u u rö y a benzï r u u i i
anokma p i

uupens i l y i i w eeuukasak ya.

What i s y o u r
te a c h e r l i k e ?

anok w ara i
e en u u b an in g ?

ök tu u k a ik ay e enuupan i i ng
n a i?

He i s k in d .

w agi k i r ör ö

wakï

How much d o e s t h i s
book c o s t?

ör ö k a i j a r ö s e e
k a re e d a e e b ik ?

ök k a ic h a r öng k iin g
i i t e e p e k s e e n ök k a r e e ta ?

a z a k rö d a r a y e e z h i i

tu u t a r a i i t e e p e k mb

A re you h ungry?

iiw ang b ee mekang?

iiw an g p ee mekyang?

No, I am n o t
h u n g ry .

k a n e e uu ro mang
iiw ang b ee b r a

a k k e e , iiw an g p e e p r a
e e k y a ik

I s h e g oing?

k i r o ï ndö ang?

e e to n g pök n a i?

Yes , h e i s g o in g .

e e y a ik , k i r o dö mör ö .

i i n n a , e e t öng pök mang.

I t c o s t s two
d o lla rs .
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